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Implementing and Administering Microsoft Project Server 2013, the essential reference guide for
installing, configuring, and deploying Project Server 2013 now covers Project Online. This book
begins with the organizational strategies you need to succeed with an EPM deployment and
follows through with an implementation plan and step-by-step instructions for installing,
configuring and deploying the SharePoint 2013 and Project Server 2013 platform to your
organization. Loaded with best practices, warnings and tips from Project Server gurus Gary
Chefetz and Bill Raymond, Implementing and Administering Microsoft Project Server 2013 sets
the gold standard for PPM implementations using Project Server.
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Project & Visio MarketingMicrosoftMicrosoft’s vision is to deliver an easy-to-use, flexible online
and on-premises platform for project portfolio management and everyday work. The latest
release of Microsoft Project, including Project Server 2013 and Microsoft Project Online,
represents a significant advance in making this vision a reality.We took our first step toward this
vision when we connected Project Server 2003 and SharePoint Server 2003 and continue to
build on that integration. The latest release further blurs the boundaries between Project and
SharePoint and introduces many new project management capabilities. At a high level, it’s now
easy to add Project PPM capabilities to SharePoint, to “graduate” informal work in SharePoint to
Project, and to have visibility across project-related work being done in both SharePoint and
Project.Some of the exciting, new Project capabilities include managing lightweight team tasks
in SharePoint, the ability with a few clicks to make a SharePoint Tasks List a project in Project
Server, new enterprise social features for enhanced collaboration and productivity on projects,
powerful zero code workflow for demand management and governance, new BI options,
integration with Lync, and new project management capabilities optimized for mobile devices, to
name a few. Because we know that organizations also integrate Project with other line of
business systems, we added a new SharePoint and Office Store, where organizations can find
and purchase third party apps to extend their PPM capabilities.For the first time, this release of
Project makes these capabilities available to organizations as cloud services delivered and
managed by Microsoft. Project Online offers full PPM and everyday work capabilities. Project Pro
for Office 365 is a new subscription version of Project Professional, which is streamed to the
desktop and managed by Microsoft Office 365. Project Pro for Office 365 includes the same
features as Project Professional 2013 and works with either Project Server 2013 or Project
Online.Project Online is available as a standalone Office 365 service (one thing to “buy”) or can



be added to other Office 365 services. Once an organization signs up, provisioning the service
generally takes just a few minutes, so administrators can get started quickly. And because
Project Online is a cloud service, organizations don’t have to worry about issues like server farm
topology, capacity as new users are added, back-up, security, fail-over and availability. That’s all
handled by the Office 365 data centers, freeing up time for organizations to focus on their
business priorities.Summing it all up, the new Project is intended to meet the PPM and work
management needs of an organization—tasks, projects, programs and portfolios. It integrates
with other familiar Microsoft applications like Outlook, Lync, Office and Visio, which means that
individuals can work on projects in a variety of tools, virtually anywhere and from nearly any
device.Microsoft believes that this approach offers unique benefits to organizations. The reality
is that most organizations have simple tasks and complex projects going on at the same time.
With the new Project, organizations don’t have to choose a single approach or tool. By providing
the right tool for each user and use—Outlook for updating a task, SharePoint for collaboration,
Project for scheduling and resource management—it means that there's no single destination or
project maturity. Teams or organizations can go at their own pace and choose what’s right for
them, broadening participation and adoption. And very importantly, it means that, for the first
time, organizations can have a unified view of simple and complex projects across an
organization for better planning, management and reporting.For readers of this book, Project
Server 2013 and Project Online enable you to provide powerful new PPM and work
management capabilities to your team or organization. The content that follows provides a
comprehensive overview and serves as a valuable roadmap as you make the journey to take
advantage of the new Project.Module 01 - Introduction and Project Server OverviewLearning
ObjectivesAfter completing this module, you will be able to:· Understand the components in
the Microsoft PPM platform· Understand Project Server 2013’s enterprise project
management terminology· Understand the Enterprise Resource Pool and the Enterprise
Global file· Describe the new features in Project Server 2013· Understand the PPM
platform technology stack· Understand the Project Server 2013 installation types· Name
the databases used by Project Server 2013 and Windows SharePoint Services· Describe
the project communications life cycle used in Project Server 2013· Understand and utilize
Project Server 2013 team collaboration tools· Understand the concept of publishing with
Project Server 2013· Acquire an overview understanding of OLAP cubes and Data Analysis
viewsInside Module 01Welcome to Project Server 2013Year of the CloudProject Management
available on Office 365Project Pro 2013 Available as Click-To-RunNew Trade DressNew for
Demand and Lifecycle ManagementCollecting IdeasSupport for SharePoint Designer
WorkflowNew for Project Server in SharePointVisibility ProjectsMy Sites and Work Management
Service ApplicationNew SharePoint Service AppsNew for Project Server 2013
ArchitectureSingle database per Project Web App instanceImproved Queue MechanismNew
Log Level Manager and Developer Dashboard ImprovementsPerformance ImprovementsNew
Server-Side Scheduling EngineNew Permissions ModeTimesheet ImprovementsDrives like



SharePointIntroducing the Microsoft 2013 PPM PlatformApplying PPM Terminology to Project
ServerUnderstanding Project Server TerminologyEnterprise ProjectEnterprise ResourceCheck
In and Check OutPortfolio AnalysesPortfolio AnalysisEnterprise Resource Pool
OverviewEnterprise Global OverviewUnderstanding the PPM Platform Technology StackProject
Server Installation TypesUnderstanding Project Server Physical EnvironmentsUnderstanding
Database in the EnterpriseUnderstanding the Project Communications LifecycleCollaboration
and Management Tools OverviewWelcome to Project Server 2013You can consider Project
Server 2013 as a landmark release for a number of reasons, first, because it ascends into the
Microsoft cloud and secondly because it re-introduces accessibility for smaller organizations not
only through cloud accessibility but also by pushing more intelligent project management tools
into SharePoint. In this module, I begin by quickly highlighting the changes for Project Server
2013 for you old hands and finish with an important “getting started” concepts for Project Server
neophytes. This book covers and is applicable to online and on-premises Project Server
implementation. I note the differences wherever applicable throughout the book.Year of the
CloudChristophe Fiessinger of Microsoft Project marketing calls Project 2013 and Project
Server 2013 a “landmark release,” due to its entry into Microsoft’s online service called Office
365. It is big news because what was an enterprise-only solution is now highly accessible to
smaller businesses and business units; and because of the architectural changes that the move
to Office 365 forced into Project Pro and Project Server 2013. Microsoft’s multi-tenant cloud
infrastructure for SharePoint demands that Project Server 2013 meet performance and
scalability measures that required some significant architectural changes and that have
produced the performance results necessary to play in the cloud without sacrificing
functionalityInformation: It is time to consider that in the cloud, multi-year product cycles
producing versions labeled by year released, become less relevant because the cloud supports
a more fluid release model. The new way of thinking about this is always having the “latest
version” and no need for installing updates. The cloud does it for you.Along with the architectural
changes necessary to support Office 365 performance demands, Microsoft introduces a bundle
of new project and work management oriented functionality into SharePoint 2013. This new
functionality provides lightweight project management capabilities you can deploy for a variety of
management maturities and styles. From improved task list capability, to task aggregation, to a
vastly improved harmony between Project 2013 and SharePoint 2013, some of the biggest news
for 2013 actually falls just outside the traditional Project Server boundaries. While the lines
between the two applications continue to blur, it is rewarding to see how well these applications
play together after several iterations of a clunky relationship. The non-restrictive way you can mix
lightweight and more-structured processes side-by-side to accommodate multiple groups
operating at varying levels of maturity or create tiered systems that provide and enforce varying
levels of formality for different business requirements, are a giant leap forward.Certainly one of
the biggest headlines for Project Server 2013 is that it now supports SharePoint designer for
building Project Server demand management workflow. This change unleashes one of the great



strengths of the SharePoint platform, its ability to eliminate or greatly reduce the need for
developers to implement business rules. This change will likely lead to greater adoption of
Project Server’s portfolio management capabilities as more people stick their toe in the water
using a less costly-to-develop workflow.More than ever, for you to appreciate Project 2013 and
Project Server 2013 fully, you must also appreciate SharePoint Server 2013 Enterprise Edition.
Project Server 2013 is completely dependent on SharePoint Server 2013. Project Server 2013,
like 2010, installs as a SharePoint application.My favorite way to describe the progression of
Project Server into the SharePoint architecture is that Project Server and SharePoint started
dating in 2003. By the time Microsoft released the 2007 versions of these products, they were
living together. With the introduction of Microsoft’s 2010 Office computing platform, Project
Server and SharePoint were married. Now, with the 2013 release, it has gotten to the point that
they are completing each other sentences. All kidding aside, if you want to have your way with
Project Server, and you want to get the most out of the work management and project
management capabilities of the platform, you need to be able to take control of SharePoint
because your best potential is achieved by leveraging SharePoint and Project Server
together.Project Management available on Office 365Microsoft’s move to offer the SharePoint
2013 and Project Server 2013 enterprise solution as part of Office 365 lowers almost all of the
barriers to using Project Server for smaller businesses and business units that do not have IT
budgets, and for some smaller organizations, that do not have IT departments. Office 365 even
allows users to start a free trial without providing so much as a credit card as shown in Figure 1 -
1. Not only are the upfront costs of hardware and software deferred into reasonable monthly
payments, the online model places no additional technical burden on the organization.
Understanding how to administer both SharePoint and Project Server is a requisite for success
with these enterprise-class applications.Figure 1 - 1: Office 365 Free Trial home
pageThroughout this book, I highlight the differences between managing Project Online and
Project Server 2013 installed on premises. The good news for Project Server implementers and
administrators is that most of the management experience for Project Server is identical in either
environment, kudos to Microsoft for that. The most significant differences between the online
offering and implementing the solution on premises are the items you can no longer control. For
instance, the online version provides no direct database access. Similarly, you do not have
OLAP cubes available to you online. To overcome the database access limitation Microsoft
added oData support to provide the foundation for business intelligence. I cover oData
extensively in another module. oData is an open-standard for providing data access via HTTP
and HTTPS protocols. That means that the Office Data Connection files use oData links and
queries rather than connection strings and SQL queries. The experience for the report author
changes, but the user experience remains the same.Information: Microsoft refers to both Project
Server and the Project client as “Project Online” making no distinction between server and client
software when in the Office 365 venue. Because this book focuses on Project Server, I make a
point to differentiate when I am referring to the client, rather than the server.Another significant



difference between Project Server online and on-premises, is that Microsoft manages the
infrastructure so you must hand over the driving keys to Microsoft when it comes to using tools
like PowerShell and SQL Server tools, although SharePoint online does provide a subset of
PowerShell. In cases where actions would otherwise be impossible without PowerShell,
Microsoft provides alternatives in the online administration interface. Of course, SharePoint
Central administration is not available to Office365 users. Essentially everything you need to
manage your site collections is available to you, but everything concerning the web application
and system is off limits.Important general capabilities of Office 365 include single-sign-on
through AD synchronization, it supports the use of SharePoint designer for workflow including
Project Server 2013 demand management, and it introduces a new extensibility story for
Microsoft, adopting the app store model in its new Office Marketplace. The Office 365
administration pages and controls are easy to use even for less-technically-inclined users. Even
managing such things as alternate access mappings (host headers) is a simple task.Microsoft
does not currently provide an easy migration path between an existing on-premises Project
Server installation to Project Online. Currently, the only way to migrate is to configure a fresh
environment online and then move the resource pool and projects manually. At the time of this
writing, at least one Microsoft partner has a migration tool available in the app store. For this and
other reasons, at least initially, Project Online is much more likely to be an entry point into PPM,
rather than a destination for established PPM implementations.Project Pro 2013 Available as
Click-To-RunProject Professional 2013 -- or as I refer to it throughout this book, Project Pro 2013
-- arrives in the Office 365 stack as a click-to-run application like its Office system cousins. Click-
to-run uses streaming technology to deliver applications to the end-user and requires a much
smaller footprint on your local machines. One of the advantages is that you are always using the
latest version of the software when you are connected. You can run a click-to-run version of
Office alongside a local version allowing you to have multiple copies of the software as well as
multiple versions. The market changer is once again accessibility. It has never been easier to try
or to acquire Microsoft Project than through Office 365. A major advantage of acquiring Project
this way is that your backstage information roams with you on all five devices on which you may
install it.New Trade DressThe entire Office product stack gets a fresh new Windows 8-inspired
look with fresh clean lines and tiles all over the place. Most notably, Microsoft removed the
chrome from the interface freeing up precious screen real estate. One aspect of the user
experience that Microsoft focused on for this release is the “getting started” story. In the Office
clients, this manifests itself by not automatically starting a new document or project, in favor of
the way most people work, typically wanting to begin with a previous item. In Project Web App,
the new “getting started” story includes the top row of tiles shown in the carousel in Figure 1 - 2.
Below the Get Started with Project Web App carousel, appears the Track your work carousel of
live tiles. Live tiles not only provide navigation, they provide valuable information as you can see
in the Approvals and Task tiles in the figure. The Get Started with Project Web App carousel
provides new users with the information they need to get off to a good start. You can hide this



feature or expose it at any time.Figure 1 - 2: A new look for Project Web AppNew for Demand
and Lifecycle ManagementPortfolio management in Project Server 2013 allows you to measure
strategic alignment and evaluate a portfolio of proposed projects against cost and resource
constraints as well as other custom cost or cost benefit measures. It provides an objectified
approach to analyzing what is typically a very subjective exercise in most organizations
supporting intelligent decisions to determine how best to distribute limited resources. Because
constraint analysis requires data collection that may or may not be possible at an early stage of
ideation, Project Server’s built-in, more formal construct, is a bit heavy-handed for early stage
idea development.Project Server 2013 liberates early-stage ideation from the formal data
collection requirements to perform detailed portfolio analysis. Actually, SharePoint is the
liberator; Project Server accommodates the transition from informal ideation to formal constraint
analysis by providing an easy path between the two. Essentially, your ideation lists that you
create using simple SharePoint lists, are on-ramps to either a project that becomes a project in
Project Server without going through a portfolio management process or one that does go
through a formal selection process. Understand that you can build multiple on-ramps to one or
more selection processes and you can build your own selection process in SharePoint, avoiding
Project Server portfolio selection altogether. Figure 1 - 3 illustrates a fully integrated process
from ideation in SharePoint through execution phases in Project Server 2013.Figure 1 - 3:
Integration into the entire lifecycle from idea through project closureCollecting IdeasCollecting
ideas for new projects is as easy as creating a new SharePoint list. Essentially, you can use any
list with any fields, although at some point, if you are going to grow the ideas into Project Server,
you may want to think past the first week or two in the life of the list. For instance, both
SharePoint and Project Server 2013 allow you to ignore factoids like estimated cost and work,
and even strategic alignment throughout the ideation process; but you know that you will want to
get to those facts at some point, so the question you must ask yourself and your stakeholders is
when do we get to it? Do you collect this data before the idea hits Project Server 2013 or after?I
want you to appreciate both how easy Microsoft has made it to collect ideas, and how incredibly
disorganized this completely free-form setup can end up. You should plan this feature carefully,
lay out the rules of engagement for entering ideas and have a plan for bringing these ideas into
the formal Project Server portfolio.With native SharePoint as your battleground for ideation, you
have a cache of weapons at your disposal. Not unlike other Microsoft solutions, you can swat
your flies with everything from flyswatters to ray guns. Although all you really need is a list on an
existing site, I think it is worth creating a site for your ideation or request center so that you can
add other SharePoint enhancements to the ideation process and experience. The two primary
elements of SharePoint that you use for ideation include a list and optional workflow. You can
make this as simple and easy as you want, or you can build an ideation empire. I provide you
with more ideas about this in a future module.Support for SharePoint Designer WorkflowProject
Sever 2010 introduced a new demand management platform based on workflow, but many
organizations hesitated to implement this functionality because workflows are expensive to



develop. Because third party tools available for non-developers to create Project Server
workflows are rather costly, adoption of workflow-managed intake and execution was limited in
2010. I expect this to explode with the addition of SharePoint Designer support for Project Server
2013 workflow. You can now use either SharePoint Designer or Visio to design declarative
workflows, which are XML based, rather than coded solutions you develop in Visual Studio.
These now support loops with conditions and other parameters and can call other web services
through REST or SOAP interfaces, and you can extend them with custom activities.SharePoint
now runs workflow as a new service Workflow Manager. Workflows no longer run on the content
farm, web frontend servers, or application tier servers. Workflows follow the core App model
using the SharePoint Client Side Object Model (CSOM), RESTful interfaces and oAuth, an open-
standard authentication protocol.New for Project Server in SharePointNo, this is not a trick
heading, because SharePoint now provides functionality that Project Server can consume,
which ultimately might be part of your PPM solution, but technically not Project Server. These
elements include the new SharePoint task list, Team Center, and SharePoint My Sites with task
aggregation. It is not surprising that the Project team actually built the new task list feature, but it
belongs to SharePoint Foundation. Not only are these part of a new lightweight project
management story for Project Server 2013, they support an organization just starting out with
project management and provide a path into project management maturity.Visibility ProjectsYou
can make task lists created in the same site collection as PWA visible in Project Web App. You
can then see the projects managed in SharePoint task lists in the Project Center. They also
affect resource availability, so you can see them in the resource availability pages in the
Resource Center. While the appearance in the Project Center is benign, the impact on resource
availability is actually a questionable contribution to the resource-capacity-management purist
unless you actually have projects where all assignments are 100% measured only in full days of
8 hours. These Visibility Projects are best suited for organizations that are not interested in
tracking time on projects, as you cannot add these tasks to the timesheet, an important
component in a Project Management system that estimates and measures work in order to
measure resource capacity. This end-user feature does not require special implementation or
management considerations from a Project Server however I cover this in context with new
Project Site behaviors later in Module 15, Working with SharePoint and Project Sites and you
can find more information in Dale Howard’s Ultimate Study Guide: Foundations Microsoft Project
2013.You can also promote these and other projects contained in SharePoint lists to enterprise
projects in Project Server 2013. I cover this more in Managing Enterprise Projects using
Microsoft Project Server 2013.My Sites and Work Management Service ApplicationThe My
Sites feature in SharePoint is not new; but it works in a new way when you add the new Work
Management Service Application to SharePoint, which can aggregate tasks across SharePoint
sites and site collections, Outlook tasks through Exchange Integration, and tasks from Project
Server 2013. This provides the user with an all-my-work-in-one-place view of their assignments
across the organization. Using My Sites and the Work Management Service application are



optional for Project Server 2013 deployments. Deploying My Sites in SharePoint deserves its
own considerations and you should get a good book on SharePoint 2013 that explains this
feature in depth.One of the big investments for SharePoint in this release is a new work
management service that performs user task aggregation across the SharePoint farm, across
multiple SharePoint farms and from sources such as Project Server, Outlook and Exchange as
illustrated in Figure 1 - 4. This feature works with the new My Tasks web part on the user’s My
Sites page. To some degree, you can liken My Sites to Facebook for the corporate intranet. It
provides a central location for members of the organization to post their skills, tell their stories,
store their documents, manage lists, and collaborate with other team members. With the new
task aggregation capability, My Sites has to be part of your architectural consideration. You can
begin to see why much of the PWA interface arrives hidden. If you want to take advantage of
task aggregation, implementing this option dictates that people naturally status their tasks in
their My Site, rather than PWA. The Work Management Service uses a provider model and is
therefore easily extensible to include tasks from sources such as help desk systems or other
service management systems.If your business requirements call for effort-based planning and
tracking and intend to use timesheets, this feature may not be applicable to your goals. If your
business requirements call for simplified task tracking, then task aggregation in My Sites is a
compelling value for the end user and a new weapon in the arsenal. Making it easier to access
and manipulate task data increases the likelihood that users will status their tasks. Placing the
task status apparatus inside a productivity hub like My Sites provides a one-stop experience that
adds a timesaving convenience for the user.Figure 1 - 4: Task Aggregation in SharePointNew
SharePoint Service AppsTo support many of the new features in SharePoint and Project Server
2013, Microsoft added a number of new SharePoint Service Apps and significantly
reengineered others:· Work Management Service: A new service app that provides task
aggregation to SharePoint My Sites. The WMS uses SharePoint Search to locate tasks in
SharePoint while a timer job synchronizes Project Server tasks to Exchange. This feature uses a
provider model so you can extend this to include other sources including tasks from other
SharePoint farms. Users can update their tasks in the My Sites interface and the changes flow
back to SharePoint, Project Server and any other provider hooked to the system. It is important
to note that reporting on task status through SharePoint does not support time tracking, making
it unsuitable for Project Server configurations where you plan and track effort.· APP
Management Service: With the introduction of the 2013 platform SharePoint adopts a new App
store model for both online and on-premises implementations. SharePoint administrators can
control the Apps available to internal users through this service.· Request Management
Service: SharePoint can route incoming traffic to a web front end server to avoid overloading
servers.· Office Web Apps (or OWA): Microsoft removed the core Office Web Apps of Word,
Excel, OneNote, and PowerPoint from SharePoint in favor of their own server. You must install
OWA separately form SharePoint 2013. This means that organizations currently using these
capabilities on the web must add a server to their configuration in order to move to the 2013



platform. In my opinion, this signals a move toward parity between client and web apps, both in
terms of functionality and licensing.· Business Intelligence Improvements: With the
introduction of SQL Server 2012, Microsoft introduces Power View, a potent new tool for
reporting through dashboards.· oData Support: To support reporting through the Microsoft
cloud platform, SharePoint, so now Project Server supports oData throughout the application.
Because Office 365 tenants have no direct access to databases, Microsoft adds this open-
standard query language for the web. oData feeds are embedded in SharePoint and Project
Server so you can use them for reporting on-premises as well. To learn more about oData, visit
odata.org.· Windows Workflow Foundation 4: This is now required for SharePoint and Project
Server 2013.New for Project Server 2013 ArchitectureIn order to get cloud ready, the product
team made a number of major architectural changes such as condensing the database footprint
to a single schematized database rather than the previous four separate databases, re-
engineering the queue as a push mechanism rather than continuous polling, and eliminating the
queue altogether for timesheets. Project Server 2013 and SharePoint 2013 architecture is based
on:· Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0· Microsoft ASP.NET 4.0 pages· Client Side
Object Model (CSOM) programming interfaces· oData Open Data Protocol· oAuth
Security in App ModelFigure 1 - 5 shows the server architecture and interfaces. Special thanks
to Jim Corbin at Microsoft for the original source.Figure 1 - 5: Server Architecture and interfaces·
Figure 1 - 6 shows the external interfaces to the application.Figure 1 - 6: Architecture
showing external interfacesSingle database per Project Web App instanceAs mentioned in the
previous section, each Project Server 2013 instance now has only one schematized database.
Rather than keeping separate databases for draft, published, reporting, and archive, all tables
combine into a single database each labeled with one of four prefixes:· dbo. Tables with this
prefix replace the reporting database in previous versions.· draft. Tables with this prefix
replace the draft database in previous versions.· pub. Tables with this prefix replace the
published database in previous versions.· ver. Tables with this prefix replace the archive
database in previous versionsWarning: Microsoft does not support development against any of
these tables except for the reporting tables as it reserves the right to change the schemas of the
other tables at any time. In order to ensure that your customizations do not break one day when
you install a cumulative update to your system, remember this rule.As I mentioned previously,
the database is at your disposal for on-premises deployment or private cloud implementation;
but when using Microsoft’s online version, you will only have access to reporting data using
oData.Improved Queue MechanismFor Project Server 2013, Microsoft completely re-
engineered the queue system from a continuous polling mechanism to a push technology, which
significantly reduces its overhead. In addition, the queue system now has a self-healing system
whereby it looks for, detects, and automatically retries failed push jobs. Another significant
performance gain for the Queue is that timesheet jobs no longer process through the queue,
eliminating what could become quite a processing backup at certain high-activity times such as
Friday afternoons when everyone is rushing to enter their time cards. Timesheet reporting jobs,



however, continue to use the queue.You now manage the Queue settings through Central
administration. Each instance of a Project Server service application has a single queue service,
so all sites using that service application share the same Queue settings. Microsoft also added
additional logging capabilities that you access through the new Log Level Manager capability
that you invoke and manipulate through PowerShell.New Log Level Manager and Developer
Dashboard ImprovementsThe SharePoint Developers dashboard captures more depth in
performance telemetry increasing SharePoint monitoring scopes that log the time for each
method, procedure or query, making it a much more useful diagnostic tool for Project Server
2013. When you use the developer dashboard, you now get full verbose logs. In addition, the
new Log level manager provides PowerShell cmdlets that allow you to save GUIDs representing
specific entities such as an individual project or resource to a watch list and force any level of
logging for the specified entity only, providing the administrator with very granular diagnostic
control.Performance ImprovementsAnyone who has used Project Server during previous
generations knows all too well that there were a number of bottlenecks in the system that
sometimes made performance less than desirable. Even with the many performance gains in the
2010 release, page load times and response times could sometimes be very slow.
Consequently, Project Server 2010 was under the cloud rather than in it. For the 2013 release,
the Project team had no choice but to concentrate on performance improvement making very
substantial investments under the hood.Among these improvements, at the web tier, the team
focused on page load times, WAN optimization, and eliminated the queue wherever possible. At
the application level the optimized queue and reduced database activity contributes to
significant performance gains. Microsoft completely reengineered AD Synch. Besides
consolidating databases, Microsoft made some very substantial improvements at the database
tier by optimizing security validation. Any developer who has worked with the PSI is going to
cheer for this one! Project Server administrators have reason to rejoice as well because the
product team baked SQL best practices into the database, which now performs all of its own
SQL maintenance eliminating the need for SQL Server maintenance plans other than for backup
purposes. Thank you, Redmond!New Server-Side Scheduling EngineAfter years of user
frustration with differences between Project Web App calculations, particularly with custom
fields, Microsoft has finally brought the full Project scheduling engine to the web, which runs
under a new Windows Service called Project Calculation Services. It is important to note that the
PSI continues to use the old PWA scheduling engine for backward compatibility, which may also
provide some awkward compatibility. I assume that after a while, this too shall pass.New
Permissions ModeProject Server 2013 supports two permissions modes. The classic Project
Server permissions mode based on Groups and Categories remains available, but you can now
run your system using SharePoint security only. When you create a new Project Server instance
with a new database, Project Server 2013 wakes up in SharePoint security mode. You can
switch to classic mode by running a PowerShell cmdlet or by flipping a switch in your online
tenant. When you run in SharePoint permissions mode, you use SharePoint groups that map to



Project Server groups to authorize access to your users, which invisibly applies the default
Project Server security model and disables RBS-relation-based security options in the interface
and at the application level making it unavailable to developers as well.Timesheet
ImprovementsWhen you launch timesheets in Project Server 2013, the UI changes are
immediately apparent in the streamlined ribbon. Microsoft also added the ability to report
multiple lines against administrative time buckets making this feature much more useful than it
has been in the past. The timesheet now supports carry-forward administration lines, allows
users to group and sort on the front end, and allows administrators to set these attributes on the
backend with more control over View defaults. You now manage Timesheet managers through a
list for non-fixed approval routing, simplifying the process for end users.Drives like
SharePointThe Project Server 2013 administration interface aligns with the SharePoint
administration model. You access the PWA settings page (previously Server Settings) using the
site actions menu just as you would access site settings for SharePoint sites. Administration
activities that affect the site collection or web application move to SharePoint central
administration. For Project Online, Microsoft added management capability to the SharePoint
site collection management interface, which is very approachable and for the most part very
intuitive. I go into depth on this and other interface changes in a future module.Introducing the
Microsoft 2013 PPM PlatformMicrosoft uses the term Project Portfolio Management (PPM) to
refer to its offering of tools for coordinating and standardizing portfolio and project management
as an enterprise platform. Microsoft’s PPM platform facilitates project selection, project
collaboration between project managers, team members, executives, and other stakeholders.
This toolset includes:· Office 365 Project Online· Project Pro 2013· Project Server
2013· Project Web App 2013 (Part of Project Server)· Windows SharePoint 2013
Enterprise· SQL Server 2008 R2 SP1 or 2012 (2012 Preferred)· SQL Server Analysis
Services· SQL Reporting Services (Optional)· Windows Access Server (WAC Server)
(Optional)When you implement PPM, you employ all of these technologies across a Windows
server farm consisting of one or more servers. The number of servers you use depends on the
scale of your deployment, determined in part by the number of system users, the number of
projects to support, and the amount of associated content you plan to store in your PPM
environment.This book does not extensively cover SharePoint Server Enterprise, but the extent
to which you intend to use it is an important consideration for almost everyone evaluating PPM.
SharePoint Server is an approachable platform for building enterprise content management
solutions, including portals, communities, document management sites, and much too much to
describe in a sentence.Applying PPM Terminology to Project ServerIn the world of enterprise
project management, you hear terms like project, program, and portfolio. How do these terms
apply to your organization’s project management environment? Unless I otherwise note, this
book accepts the Project Management Institute (PMI) definition of a project: “a temporary
endeavor undertaken to create a unique product or service.” A project is temporary, meaning
that it has a beginning and an end. A project is unique, meaning that it is something that your



organization has not done before. In the real world, many projects are unique enough to be
treated as a separate management object; however much of the work contained within the
project is highly repetitive.For the purposes of this book, a program is “a collection of related
projects” and a portfolio is “a collection of programs and/or projects within a business unit or
across an entire enterprise.” Project and Program Management collectively refers to the practice
and management principles that organizations apply during project execution. Portfolio
Management, on the other hand, is the process an organization uses to select which projects to
execute. Many companies have their own interpretation of these terms, reflecting their approach
to project management. Sometimes the sheer size of the organization drives these
definitions.The concept of a portfolio is flexible, depending on the size of the company. A smaller
organization may have a single portfolio of projects, whereas a larger business may conceive of
an enterprise portfolio made up of numerous departmental or line-of-business portfolios, each
containing its own set of programs and projects. Regardless of the way a business conceives
these terms, you can model them in Project Server 2013 as shown in the hierarchy illustrated in
Figure 1 - 7.Figure 1 - 7: Portfolio HierarchyUnderstanding Project Server TerminologyTwo terms
that you must understand in the context of the Project Server 2013 environment are enterprise
project and enterprise resource. Very specific criteria determine whether a project is an
enterprise or non-enterprise project, and whether a resource is an enterprise or local resource.
When an object is an “enterprise” object in Project Server 2013, you manage centrally using
Project Server. Enterprise objects support uniformity for processes as well as for object
management, particularly when you attach workflows to them.Enterprise ProjectA project is an
enterprise project when one of the following two conditions is true:· You create the project
using the Project Pro 2013 client while connected to Project Server 2013 and save the project in
the Project Server database.· You create the project using Project Web App, which is Project
Server’s web-based front-end.Any project not stored in the Project Server database, such as a
project saved as a .mpp file, is termed a non-enterprise project or a local project. The only other
way to create an Enterprise Project is to use third-party tools or workflows that move the project
into Project Server 2013.Enterprise ResourceA resource is an enterprise resource when one of
the following two conditions is true:· You create the resource in the Enterprise Resource Pool
using the Project Pro 2013 client while connected to Project Server 2013, or you create the
resource using Project Web App.· You connect Project Server 2013 to your Active Directory
or other directory service to import the users into the central Project Server database.If a
resource exists in an enterprise project but does not exist in the Enterprise Resource Pool, then
this resource is termed a local resource, meaning that it is local to the particular project
only.Check In and Check OutThe terms check in and check out apply to enterprise projects,
enterprise resources, the Enterprise Global file and other objects in the Project Server system. A
user must check out any of these before editing, so that others have Read-only access until the
user checks them in.Portfolio AnalysesWhen you encounter this term in Project Server 2013 it
refers to the collection of individual analysis studies performed by various users in the system to



determine the viability of proposed project investments in the system.Portfolio AnalysisThe term
portfolio analysis refers to an analysis of a batch or group of projects in the system for the
purposes of selecting projects for execution by best matching the strategic objectives of the
organization and fit within resource and cost constraints set by management
consensus.Enterprise Resource Pool OverviewA centralized Enterprise Resource Pool is the
centerpiece of advanced resource management functionality in Project Server 2013. This
resource pool contains resources and resource attribution that drives functionality to match
people to tasks using skills comparisons or other attributes based on department, location or
other criteria that you configure in the system. You must define these resource attributes in
enterprise custom fields using the facilities provided in Project Web App administration. Typical
resource attribution can contain all manners of details, such as practice groups, location,
department, or any other company-specific information that project and resource managers use
to assign resources to task assignments. You can use these same management tools to drive
reporting and analysis. After defining custom fields for your organization, your Project Server
administrator assigns values to these fields to each resource in the enterprise resource
pool.After you complete the task planning process in Project Pro 2013, you begin the resource
management process by building a team for your project using resources from the Enterprise
Resource Pool. Initial resource management activities include assembling the project team and
making specific task assignments. Using team-building tools such as the Build Team from
Enterprise dialog and the Assign Resources dialog, Project Server 2013 allows you to locate
resources by both skill and availability, even if you are using a large resource pool. This simplifies
the project staffing process not only by leveraging the custom attributes in the pool, but also by
providing instant access to availability data enhanced with graphical representations of current
and future workload and availability.In addition to manual staffing tools, Project Server 2013 also
offers you an automated staffing tool; the Resource Substitution Wizard. This wizard rapidly
analyzes the resources in the Enterprise Resource Pool to identify skills and availability for
staffing a single project or a group of projects. You can save the subsequent staffing results as a
recommendation for input into manual team building or directly update the results into the
working plan.Enterprise Global OverviewEvery time a project manager launches Project Pro
2013 and connects to Project Server 2013, the system opens a copy of two global files in the
background. One is the Global.mpt file and the other is the Enterprise Global file. Both Global
files contain a library of project objects including views, tables, filters, groups, reports, etc.The
Global.mpt file contains the standard set of Project objects shipped with the Project Pro 2013
client, as well as any custom objects created by the individual user to whom the profile belongs.
The Enterprise Global file is your organization’s “library” of custom enterprise objects. This gives
your project managers access to all custom objects stored for enterprise-wide use, including
custom enterprise views. The Enterprise Global file is the vehicle through which an organization
can standardize objects across a user population.Understanding the PPM Platform Technology
StackPrior to 2010, Project Server leveraged the free Windows SharePoint Services (WSS) to



provide team collaboration on issues, risks and documents. With the release of the 2010
version, Project Server became a service running under the SharePoint umbrella, and its web
interface became a Windows SharePoint application. Project Server 2013 is the largest
SharePoint application in existence. Because Project Server 2013 Web App is a Windows
SharePoint application, you must implement Project Server with SharePoint Server 2013
Enterprise. If you do not have WSS Enterprise preinstalled on your server, it installs with your
Project Server installation.You must procure a copy of Project Pro 2013 for each user who
manages projects in the PPM system and requires the advanced scheduling capabilities found
only in the Project client, for each application administrator, and possibly for other managers
depending upon the responsibilities you define for their role. The most common extended use
requirement is for resource managers to take on resource management responsibilities that
require the Project client. Understand that there are two available editions of Project 2013, just
as there were for 2010. Along with some feature differentiators, the primary difference between
the two editions is that the Standard edition cannot connect to Project Server whereas the Pro
edition can. If you do not intend to implement Project Server, you may not need to purchase the
more expensive professional edition unless you want features such as the Team Planner and the
ability to publish projects to SharePoint without third-party tools.Information: You must use
Project Pro 2013 to connect to Project Server 2013. You cannot use Project Professional 2010 to
connect to Project Server 2013. There is no Backward Compatibility mode, which was available
for people upgrading to 2010, Project Pro 2013 is not compatible with any earlier version of
Project Server.PPM mix is Microsoft SharePoint Server 2013 (MSS) which provides a rich set of
content management tools, including rich document versioning and a powerful workflow engine
that allows you to bake best-practice process into the content store. These capabilities open the
door to building solutions that control workflow at the deliverable level, reducing the need to
capture these individual steps in the work breakdown structure, and providing the capability of
gathering progress data without relying upon resources to report it. You should evaluate the
inclusion of SharePoint features early in your deployment planning, as it is a feature-rich and
powerful tool.Microsoft’s Office technologies suite combined with Project Server 2013 and
Microsoft Office desktop tools, as well as other data integration technologies, provide the tools
necessary to build complete Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solutions. As is typical for
Microsoft, the price points for these technologies make them accessible to a much broader
audience by removing the cost barriers set by other vendors whose products are
unapproachable for all but large companies that can entertain seven-figure technology
investments. For this reason, you should carefully consider how to leverage other benefits by
deploying the 2013 Office desktop technologies, which feature tighter integration to the latest
SharePoint technologies. This is particularly an important consideration if you plan to make
heavy use of SharePoint collaboration tools.When you deploy the Microsoft 2013 PPM platform,
you commit yourself to a number of supporting Microsoft technologies at the most basic level,
and you have options to deploy an extended set of closely related and generally related



Microsoft technologies as well. For instance, a basic Project Server 2013 implementation
includes Windows Server, SQL Server, SQL Analysis Server, Windows SharePoint Server,
Internet Information Services, and the Dot Net Framework 4.0. In addition to this base
configuration, you can elect to add SQL Reporting Services, additional service applications that
are part of SharePoint Server, and other 2013 Office components. Note that I include Analysis
Services and SQL Reporting Services in the SQL Server layer. These are not required, but you
can implement them at no extra charge if you maintain them on a single SQL Server box.Yes, it
is a lot of software! However, the breadth and the strength of the SharePoint Server collaboration
platform give the PPM platform its greatest competitive advantage. No other PPM product
supports the range of solutions that the Microsoft 2010 PPM platform can support. In fact, it is
difficult even to refer to any of the competing products as a “platform,” while there is no question
that Microsoft provides a customizable solution platform. This is an important distinction to
remember when comparison-shopping.Information: For your consideration, a number of
Microsoft partners provide connector solutions for integrating Microsoft PPM to various popular
ERP systems including the Microsoft Dynamics solutions.Project Server Installation TypesWhen
you install Project Server2013, you have two primary implementation choices: Stand-Alone and
Server Farm. The important distinction between these two types is functionality, as the stand-
alone implementation is limited. Server Farm implementations are scalable from small to large,
and you can deploy a server farm on a single server, but the ideal scenario is to at least provide
separation between your application (web) server and your database server.Stand-Alone – This
type of implementation installs Project Server 2013 onto a single server using default settings
and SQL Server 2008 Express. It does not activate all of the enterprise capability that a server
farm implementation does and is appropriate for personal evaluation. For instance, SQL Express
does not support Analysis services, so you lose your most interesting reporting source by going
this route. I do not specifically cover Stand-Alone implementations, because the subject matter
of this book focuses on enterprise solutions. Understand that Stand-Alone implementations are
limited in functionally and scalability.Server Farm – Server Farm implementations include all of
Project Server’s enterprise features, requiring that you use a full version of SQL Server such as
SQL Server 2008 R2 or SQL Server 2012. Project Server 2013 is specifically dependent on
Microsoft database technologies. You cannot use other branded database applications such as
Oracle or IBM DB2. You can implement a server farm on one or more servers and expand the
farm as your needs grow. I recommend that you always use at least two servers for production
implementations, including a dedicated server for SQL Server and a separate dedicated
machine to host your SharePoint/Project Server applications.Understanding Project Server
Physical EnvironmentsBecause Project Server 2013 and SharePoint are inseparable, and
because of the compelling value-add that including MSS in the technology mix brings to the
table, it is very likely that you will consider the benefits of SharePoint in your requirements when
designing and building your physical environment. While it is possible to implement Project
Server 2013 on a single box, Microsoft does not recommend a single-box deployment, and you



may experience performance problems or service synchronization issues when taking this
approach.If you do install an enterprise configuration on a single box, be sure to implement the
special instructions I include in Module 05, Post Installation Configuration, to ensure that your
environment is stable. In my experience, you can deploy this way for evaluation implementations,
but you should strongly consider using one box for SQL Server and a second box for your
application services, as illustrated in Figure 1 - 8. This configuration gives you separation
between the application and data environments, providing greater stability and
serviceability.Figure 1 - 8: Two-server implementationYour next option is to consider a higher-
availability solution, which requires twice as many servers. Figure 1 - 9 shows a four-box
implementation where the application servers are Network Load Balanced (NLB) and include
failover clustered SQL Servers. This configuration provides inherent failover capability, whereby
if one frontend server fails the other remains available, with the same for the SQL backend. I
strongly recommend a high-availability solution if you plan to implement with MSS. While you
might be able to absorb downtime on your PPM platform, if you also use MSS to manage other
content, your platform uptime becomes more critical.Figure 1 - 9: High Availability
ConfigurationThis is by no means an exhaustive exploration of potential architecture
configurations. When you deploy SharePoint Server enterprise edition, you have numerous
architectural decisions to consider. The more features you deploy, and the more users you
deploy to, will ultimately determine your server size, count, and configuration.Understanding
Database in the EnterpriseThe database structure in Project Server 2013 is significantly different
than it was in Project Server 2010, which, like its predecessors, used four distinct databases to
represent and manage the physical project data environment. This arrangement proved to be an
obstacle for performance and 2013 arrives with a single optimized database that is schematized
rather than physically divided into four separate stores. Each set of tables serves a specific
purpose. Because Microsoft provides a distinct set of views for reporting purposes and a much
more functional Advanced Programming Interface (API) called the Project Services Interface
(PSI), it provides documentation for the reporting tables only. Microsoft recommends that
consumers never directly use the other three schematized table sets for reporting or building
additional system functionality, because doing so can disqualify Microsoft supportability.
Essentially, you touch these tables at your own risk because Microsoft reserves the right to
change them without telling you. Do not get upset if this breaks your report or application. The
four schematized table sets used by Project Server 2013 are as follows:· draft. – When
project managers first save a project plan, the system saves it to the draft database, where it is
not visible to users through Project Web App until the manager publishes the plan. The copy of
the plan in the draft tables is always the working version. When project managers modify their
project plans, the system saves the changes only to the draft tables until the project manager
explicitly publishes the changes.· pub. – When project managers publish project data, the
system writes the information to the tables, which contain all published projects viewable in
PWA. They also contain enterprise resources, the enterprise global records, and project



templates. The system also stores Project-Web-App-specific tables, such as security and
timesheet information, in the published tables.· ver. – The Archive tables contain backup
project plans and other server objects that the system allows you to back up, as well as prior
versions of project plans.· dbo. – When project managers publish project data, the system
writes the information to the Reporting tables. The Reporting tables and user views contain a de-
normalized set of tables designed to make project data reporting easier for end users who mine
and retrieve data in the system. It provides near real-time information for reporting purposes.
This is the only Project Server database Microsoft documents in its Software Developer’s Kit
(SDK).In addition to the database used by Project Server 2013, the system also includes two
Windows SharePoint Services Databases:· WSS Configuration – Required for SharePoint
Server and Project Server 2013, this database defines the WSS farm.· WSS Content –
Required for Project Server 2013, this database contains the SharePoint content data for the
Project Server instance, including documents, risks, issues, deliverables, and other content that
users create or upload to the SharePoint sites created for each project published in the Project
Server system.Understanding the Project Communications LifecycleProject Server’s core
functionality provides a cyclical assignment and update process between project managers and
team members. This cycle is the heart of Project Server’s work and resource management
system. Work assignments flow from the plan to resources performing the work, and resources
report progress data back to the plan. This project communication cycle flows through the
following steps:1. The project manager saves the project plan in the Project Server database,
as illustrated in Figure 1 - 10. This action saves the project in the Draft tables only. Project
information is not visible in the Project Center and assignments are not visible to team
members.Figure 1 - 10: Save the project in Project Server Draft database2. When the project
manager publishes a project, as illustrated in Figure 1 - 11, the system writes the project data to
the Published and Reporting tables. If you enable Project Server’s notification feature, Project
Server 2013 optionally activates a messaging service and sends an email to each resource
notifying them of their new task assignments. Using an embedded link in the email message,
team members can quickly click the link to view their task assignments in the project through
Project Web App or through Outlook. Publishing makes project data visible in the Project Center
and Project Detail views, and the project data is included in the next cube build.Figure 1 - 11:
Publish the project with e-mail sent to team members3. At the end of each reporting period,
team members optionally update their timesheets, if you enable timesheets in your
configuration. They then update their actual progress on the project and send the updates to the
project manager via the Project Web App interface as illustrated in Figure 1 - 12. Actual progress
includes completion percentages and/or hours worked on each task, based on your
organization’s reporting method. The updates are visible to the project manager, but they do not
flow into the plan until the project manager accepts the updates in the next step or unless the
project manager uses automation rules.Figure 1 - 12: Team members submit actual
progress4. The project manager receives and reviews each set of task updates from project



team members as illustrated in Figure 1 - 13. The project manager can individually accept or
reject each task update or process them in total or in batches using automation tools.Figure 1 -
13: Project manager reviews and processes updates5. After accepting or rejecting each task
update, the project manager saves the latest schedule changes in the Draft tables. After saving
the project, the project manager publishes the latest project schedule changes to the Published
and Reporting tables, as illustrated in Figure 1 - 14. This makes the schedule changes visible in
the Project Center, the Reporting tables, the next OLAP cube build, and the Timesheet and
Tasks pages for team members.Figure 1 - 14: Project manager publishes the latest schedule
changes6. At any time throughout the life of the project, executives within the organization can
view all projects or individual projects in the organization’s portfolio, as illustrated in Figure 1 -
15. Project Server 2013 provides numerous view entry points, including the Project Center,
which is also the gateway to detailed project views, and the Resource Center, which provides
resource data and a gateway to resource details. In addition, Project Server 2013 provides a rich
data analysis theater leveraging SQL Analysis Services.Figure 1 - 15: Executives view the
organization’s project portfolioInformation: Project managers can create automation rules to
process updates from resources automatically. Project managers can use a combination of rules
and manual actions to maintain their projects by accepting updates from resources. Automation
rules also allow the project manager to automatically publish as well as accept the
updates.Collaboration and Management Tools OverviewBeyond the core communication
between project managers and project team members, Project Server 2013 provides additional
features for project team collaboration. Some of these features are native to Project Server
2013, whereas others leverage integration with Windows SharePoint Server (WSS) and
Windows SharePoint Foundation. The features that are native to Project Server 2013
include:· Status Reports – Status Reports allow project managers, resource managers, and
executives to establish single or periodic status reports to which team members must respond.
Team members may also create their own unrequested reports and submit them at any time.
The Status Report feature can save a manager time, as it automatically compiles a team report
from individual responses.· Automated Alerts and Reminders – Project Server 2013 features
an automated reminder system that generates email notices for a variety of situations, including
reminding team members of upcoming and overdue task work, and of status reports that are
due. In addition to reminders, alerts provide instant notification when certain events occur, such
as a new task assignment. All users have the ability to set their own alerts and reminders, and
managers have the added ability to set reminders for their resources.· Exchange Integration
– This feature allows users to display Project Web App tasks in SharePoint My Sites and
synchronizes user’s out of office information to create exceptions on Project Server resource
calendars.· Task Reassignment – The system supports a team lead structure where
functional leaders participate in the work distribution and management process. If the project
manager enables task reassignment for team members in a project, team members can transfer
work to each other, subject to the project manager’s approval.· Ad hoc Reporting – You can



quickly print information from data grids in Project Web App, selecting and ordering fields and
formatting the results. You can also export grid data and analysis cube data to Excel for
additional manipulation and reporting.· Issues – Team members log and track project issues
from creation to resolution using the Project Server Issues list created as part of each project’s
Project Workspace. You can link issues to risks, tasks, documents, and other issues. The links
create indicators that appear in Project Center views, where the system flags a project with an
icon indicating it contains issues. Similarly, the system flags tasks in Project views when they
have issues linked to them.· Risks – Team members can identify, prioritize, and track project
risks using the Issues List created as part of each project’s workspace. Risks use a different field
array than issues, but each function the same when it comes to linking and the flagging that the
system performs in response.· Documents – Project Web App provides a general public
document library available to all system users. The public document library is an excellent place
to make common process documentation available as part of a standardized environment. Each
project has its own document library within the Project Workspace into which users can load
documents and link them to tasks, issues, risks, and other documents in the system.· Project
Proposals – System users can create and submit project proposals for consideration and
approval. This feature enables the enterprise to build a demand-management system for new
projects in the enterprise. You can tailor the approval process to meet your organization’s
workflow.· Resource Plans – Used in conjunction with project proposals and projects,
resource plans provide a means to estimate and measure future resource loads.·
Timesheets – Timesheets provide enterprise users with fully functional time reporting
capabilities that can collect time at any reporting level. Most importantly, the timesheet feature
includes the ability to create a full audit trail, allowing system implementers to create regulatory-
compliant solutions. You can use timesheet data to drive task progress or maintain this data
without using it to drive task updates. You can also use the Tasks page to collect task progress
as in previous versions of Project Server.· Deliverables – Project managers can define
deliverables linked to tasks that other project managers can consume in their projects, thereby
creating a new way of cross-linking projects. With the addition of SharePoint Server to the server
farm, managers can apply SharePoint workflows to the deliverables.The following modules walk
you through the deployment process in a logical systematic workflow. Each module builds upon
the learning of the previous module to increase your understanding of the toolset and provides
you with the learning necessary for each step of the deployment process. Now that you have a
high-level overview of how the Microsoft PPM technologies work together to provide a complete
solution, you must understand the non-technical challenges, the human side of the equation. By
far the most challenging aspect of a PPM deployment is user acceptance and adoption. The
next module provides you with insight into these challenges.Module 02 - Understanding the
Human ChallengeLearning ObjectivesAfter completing this module, you will be able to:·
Understand organizational challenges to implementing PPM· Understand necessary
change management commitments· Understand how PPM deployments can



psychologically influence your user audienceInside Module 02Thinking Outside the
ProjectConfronting the “PM” ChallengeWhy Do PPM Initiatives Fail?Understanding the Formulas
for DisasterBoiling the OceanManaging One Big ProjectSuffering from Methodology
OverloadServing the Technology BuffetPreparing Strategies for PPM Deployment
SuccessUnderstanding Your StakeholdersUnderstanding Your Organization’s
CultureUnderstanding and Making Management CommitmentsUnderstanding Your
ProcessAcquiring or Improving Scheduling CompetenciesProviding Training and
GovernanceMarketing Your SolutionThinking Outside the ProjectFor many of you reading this
book, PPM simply means Project and Portfolio Management. Most of you recognize the term
EPM as Enterprise Project Management. The difference between Project Management and
Enterprise Project Management is scope. The “E” for enterprise suggests a broader concept,
something happening enterprise-wide. While most people would probably endorse this simple
definition, my work with Project Server, and Project Central before it, has forced me to
reconsider how these preconceptions fail to describe the growing and changing face of project
management.A simpler translation of “E” is to think of EPM as “Everyone’s Project
Management.” Everyone is a critical concept to effective EPM, which assumes participation
across a group of resources working on the same or related activities that contribute to a single
goal or defined set of goals. EPM introduces the concept that everyone on the team is
responsible for and contributes to healthy project tracking and collaboration. This is the essential
difference between EPM and stand-alone project management performed by that person in the
office down the hall, the one with Gantt charts covering all the available wall space.Project
management is a process. More specifically, project management is a process used to control
other processes, as shown in Figure 2 - 1. According to the Project Management Institute (PMI),
a project is a temporary and unique endeavor with a finite beginning and end, or a unique
process that occurs once and never repeats itself. This definition traditionally separates so-
called normal everyday business operations from the extraordinary one-time endeavors that
require a higher level of soft skills and controls outlined in the PMI Guide to the Project
Management Body of Knowledge, or PMBOK. Similarly, PMI describes portfolio management as
the process of selecting projects for execution based on the value to the organization.Figure 2 -
1: Value Process Depicted with Controlling ProcessThe combination of global economics, social
evolution, and technology advancements are now challenging the very fundamental description
of the project management milieu, by pushing project management practices further into the
organization and applying project management disciplines to processes that do not conform to
the traditional concept of “occurs once and never repeats.” Between economic pressure to
improve efficiency and the availability of new collaborative technologies such as SharePoint and
Project Server, more and more organizations are turning to enterprise project and portfolio
management and enterprise collaboration tools as agents of change.Without collaborative tools,
portfolio and project management is a back-room science. Operating in typical isolation, project
managers tend to produce lots of strong planning but often fail to track the progress of the



projects for which they are responsible. Project managers are not nearly as empowered as they
need to be to demand the feedback level they require for accurate progress tracking. So tracking
very often goes undone. The plan comes out of the bottom left hand drawer, which the project
manager hastily updates when an executive requests a status report.By applying simple
collaborative tools, organizations are able to improve performance substantially. Nothing speaks
to this more amply than the user testimonials I run across for less-sophisticated collaborative or
project management offerings from other vendors, or the success stories I hear from people who
have improved project management performance simply by deploying SharePoint sites for
project collaboration. More than anything, these testimonials speak to the value that
transparency brings to the endeavor. Transparency is the first benefit that you realize when you
implement enterprise portfolio and project management tools and collaborative
platforms.Organizations, particularly those that implement sophisticated project management
tools like Project Server 2013, want and expect much more from their PPM system than simple
transparency. Some organizations will settle for the benefits of transparency, and others are
happy to achieve a “managed state” where they are able to track project execution, the middle
ground of achievement in a structured project management environment. Overwhelmingly,
though, the company managers I speak with on a day-to-day basis are struggling with resource
management. They want to go beyond the incremental benefits that transparency provides and
claim the grand prize for a successful deployment effort, the ability to manage resources across
a department or entire enterprise.To achieve this goal, you must represent and capture the entire
work of the organization or organizational unit that the system serves. This, alone, obviates the
“occurs once and never repeats” mantra because it means that you must also capture the
mundane work streams in the organization to begin to understand what portion of your available
resources are available for project work, and what portion of that portion’s time is available for
project work. Once upon a time in a world where big projects roamed the landscape with
dedicated project teams and budgets, drawing a line in the sand at “occurs once and never
repeats” worked, but in today’s fast-paced integrated environments, applied project
management practice must evolve well beyond that limitation.Confronting the “PM” ChallengeIf
you are willing to concede that the definition of “project” is getting fuzzier, then the first
conundrum you face is sorting out what “PM” means. Which PM is your concern? Is it project
management, program management, or portfolio management? According to most current
taxonomies, one or more related projects comprise programs while portfolios may comprise one
or more related or unrelated programs or projects. Defining each of these more specifically
depends heavily on your organization’s corporate vocabulary. While many organizations might
struggle to define any of these constructs, in other organizations these are each highly
differentiated and require very special skill sets.Next, consider people management and
process management. Are these skills fundamental to project management? If managing
projects is applying a process to control other processes, then are you not simply engaging in
process management when performing project, program, or portfolio management? Boiling



these down to their lowest common denominators, I consistently conclude that there are only
two primary elements to business control: people management and process management. This
may come as bad news for software and professional services firms who market using the
notion that it’s all about people, process, and technology. Technology is simply another tool,
albeit somewhat more mysterious and awe inspiring than a hammer; but do not forget how
fundamental the hammer remains in today’s world.The point is if you have a rigid notion of what
project management is, you may limit both your perspective and your opportunity to capitalize on
a marvelous toolset that has many interchangeable elements and configurations. You also run
the risk of over-applying your methodology. You do not need to leverage all the knowledge, tools,
and techniques that comprise the PMI Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) to
manage projects successfully. Likewise, you can apply PMBOK knowledge to manage business
processes that do not necessarily fit the classic “project” definition. In my consulting practice,
many of the implementations I work on are for controlling business processes that as little as five
to ten years ago would not be considered candidates for project management tools. With the
help of accessible technology like Project 2013 and Project Server 2013, it is now possible to
use project management methodologies with fewer entry barriers. More importantly, today’s
technologies give you the opportunity to embed controls into your processes if you have the
fortitude to apply them.For instance, it used to be that people working in accounts payable and
accounts receivable needed to understand which general ledger account or accounts applied to
a transaction to book it correctly. Now, our intelligent systems embed this knowledge in codified
logic so that today’s accounting workers need only concern themselves with single journal
entries into a system that already knows how to generate the appropriate general ledger
transactions. Similar to the way technology changed the face of accounting, tools like
SharePoint, Project and Project Server are changing the applicability of project management
practices, allowing us to apply these practices and techniques to a business process without
having the special training that PMI-certified Project Management Professionals (PMP’s) must
prove to earn their certifications. In fact, by embedding this knowledge in intelligent systems, we
can implement good project management practice and leverage its benefits without formally
declaring it to our stakeholders, which very often bodes well for success.Of course, when
implementing Microsoft PPM technologies, the product name is a dead giveaway. This would not
matter so much if it were not for the high number of failed attempts to implement project
management practices in corporations and organizations since its benefits became evident and
its practice more popular. In most organizations, it is not difficult to find people with horror stories
to tell. These bad experiences, and the prejudices that develop in their wake, can doom an effort
before it begins. Although these negative forces are powerful and sometimes pervasive,
particularly when the horror story is internal to the organization and in recent memory, you can
overcome them by recognizing these as challenges and managing them effectively.Why Do
PPM Initiatives Fail?Paul Strebel wrote in the Harvard Business Review, May-June 1996,
“Corporate reengineering success rates in Fortune 1,000 companies are well below 50%; some



say they are as low as 20%.” Although he was not citing established facts in this assessment, it
certainly rings true in my own experience, and I have not found many people who would
disagree with this statement. If you have been in the business world for more than ten years,
chances are you have lived through a “business improvement” disaster that ended with
personnel changes and praise for the non-participants. As an organization ages and enough
failure cycles occur, the incumbent staff and management become more and more wary of
“business improvement” efforts, leading inevitably to an organization’s inability to change. The
status quo is always safer. Any change embodies a degree of risk.From this, I conclude that the
primary reason that project management initiatives fail is because they invoke change in an
organization. People are naturally resistant to change. When you mix in a history of failed
change initiatives with this natural resistance and an implementation effort that is blind to these
challenges, you have the perfect recipe for disaster. Worse yet, our culture works against us in
combating the root cause of these failures. Despite the fact that we can rationalize the difficulty
people have with change in their environment, we do not confront the emotional genesis of
failure because it is generally taboo to deal with emotions in the workplace. When we show up
for work, our culture dictates the expectation to check our emotions at the door and reclaim them
only when the workday is over. Oh what a happy delusion this is.It is little wonder, then, that
small start-ups, which are less likely to carry negative baggage, very often drive innovation.
These tend to be organizations not yet jaded by repetitive failure cycles. It also explains why it is
so difficult to implement change initiatives in companies with highly stable organization charts
and a high rate of incumbent longevity, which is more likely to be a characteristic of old, well-
established companies than smaller and younger organizations. In steady-state organizations,
people become much more firmly planted in their positions and are more likely to see change as
a threat to their turf or incumbency. These are organizations where the terms “corporate policy”
and “corporate politics” are interchangeable, and people perceive decision making as risky for
fear of consequences that the wrong decision can bring.Working in the field on PPM
deployments, I will often ask a group of management stakeholders whether they think their
organization needs changing, which is very likely to evoke a “no” response. When I ask whether
their organization needs improvement, many of the same people answer, “yes.” Naturally, I then
ask, “How does an organization improve without making changes?” Improvement, by definition,
embodies change. The more interesting point is that the terms “change” and “improvement”
evoke a different mental model; the former with negative connotations and the latter with happy
feelings. It illustrates the change-management challenge you face when endeavoring to improve
your organizations and processes. If you disagree that this is the number one challenge in
implementing a PPM practice, then put down the book and step away from the software; you’re
going nowhere with that misconception.PPM initiatives, like other corporate reengineering
efforts, succeed only when at least one of the following conditions is true:1. People perceive
that the pain caused by current business performance is greater than their perception of the pain
caused by change.2. The organization carefully and aggressively manages the change.When



things get bad enough, people become more responsive to change. Waiting for this condition to
occur, or counting on it, is rather foolish and risky; yet desperation probably drives more
successful corporate change efforts than careful management. It certainly provides an impetus
to overcome organizational inertia, but it is much better to manage perception as part of your
proactive human change management. This happens best when it begins at square one. Using
effective change management to reshape an organization is much more fruitful than relying
upon desperation because it is a reusable skill, a gift that keeps on giving.Unfortunately, people
involved in PPM implementations more typically become very enamored with methodologies
and technologies and caught up in bells and whistles, bar charts, pie charts, workflow diagrams,
and the marvelous tools they have acquired. They lose sight of the actual challenge; or, worse,
they ignore it completely, living in a delusion that “if we build it, they will come.” Nothing could be
further from the truth. PPM is not a self-fulfilling practice. In order to add value it requires the full
support and cooperation of the organization in which it is implemented. People make this work,
not technology--although the technology is certainly the enabler.Despite the fact that you
probably purchased this book to learn about Microsoft PPM technologies, the most important
takeaway here is that the technology, alone, is not the solution; it is but a mere part of it. If your
organization has not already established successful process and change management
practices, these must be your primary focus. The goal of this book is to elucidate the technology
effectively enough to allow you to focus on helping your organization work with the technology
and making the technology work for your organization; not just making it work in your data
center. Implementing the technology is far easier than recognizing and implementing the
management and organizational commitments that success requires.Understanding the
Formulas for DisasterI have observed four classic impetuses for PPM implementations that lead
to failure with such regularity that you should consider them avoidable, if only because they are
so recognizable. Does your PPM implementation resemble any of the following four scenarios? If
so, take steps now to correct your course.Boiling the OceanWhile it is true that Microsoft
produces great software, it also seems to produce lots of buzzwords, acronyms, and
expressions, almost creating a language of its own. One of the more catchy phrases I have
heard circulating Microsoft’s Redmond campus is “we can’t boil the ocean,” which paraphrases
the simple wisdom that you should not bite off more than you chew. If any company could boil
the ocean, one would think Microsoft would stand a chance, but Microsoft is smart enough not
to attempt it most of the time, hence the catchy phrase!For the rest of us, it is an appropriate
reminder that one of the least successful approaches to PPM deployments is to go big and go
fast. That approach rarely works. While it is quite acceptable to aspire to such heights for your
PPM deployment, starting with the notion that you are going to launch with hundreds or
thousands of users is, to put it mildly, ill advised.Remembering that PPM technology changes
the way people work, and has serious psychological impacts on the organization, it’s always
best to start with a proof of concept, or what we could call a pilot. Of course this is sound advice
for any technology implementation but particularly poignant for technologies with any magnitude



of organizational impact. Implementing PPM is much more akin to rolling out a new ERP system
than it is to rolling out the latest version of Office. Although the 2013 Office applications have
changed, you’re much more likely to succeed in rolling out the latest version of Microsoft Word to
100,000 users than you are in rolling out PPM to one hundred users. Once past the initial testing
and compatibility checks your Microsoft Word 2013 rollout might require a bit of floor support for
your users, but implementing PPM requires building new competencies and ingraining new
behaviors for both management and staff members alike.In selecting your pilot group, stack the
deck for success. Keep it contained to a group of people who are most likely to embrace change
and succeed. Look to engineer small wins and celebrate them when they occur. Market your
solution to your organization by advertising your wins and encourage your pilot participants by
giving them a voice in the system design from the very beginning and by recognizing them for
their contributions. Do not launch your new PPM system with the largest project in your portfolio;
rather select a smaller, more resource-contained initiative on which to cut your PPM
teeth.Managing One Big ProjectTwenty weeks into your 40-million-dollar ERP initiative is not the
time to decide that you need new project management controls for your project and that
implementing Project Server 2013 is part of the answer. While your attempts here may end up
succeeding under the auspices of desperation, one project, no matter how large or complex,
does not justify a PPM tool implementation.To begin with, if your project is already off to a
chaotic start, it is rather unlikely that you can carve out the time necessary to take on PPM as a
project as well. Rather than one failed control initiative, you will now have two. Further, if your
organizational maturity has allowed you to progress this far down the road to disaster, chances
are you will not be able to change that culture in time to realize PPM benefits on your current
project. Instead, you run the risk of distracting your attention from your other full-time jobs.If you
want a PPM initiative to succeed, you should introduce it gently, not as a crisis management
solution. The best you can hope to achieve applying the technology as an after-the-fact solution
is to add a degree of transparency to your project, as you will not have the time or the
organizational bandwidth to adopt the behaviors and management commitments necessary to
benefit fully from a PPM initiative. Because your organization’s underlying bad habits are not
going to change with this approach, the benefits you can realize are not going to be significantly
important to your stakeholders in the midst of the larger crisis at hand. Such is the way for
companies that run their projects through crisis management. Your deployment will be useful
only to a handful of users.Suffering from Methodology Overload“Methodology Overload”
implementations are those that imagine that one can spread methodology adoption across an
organization like cream cheese on a bagel. These typically fail in the earliest stages. The
benefits of project management methodologies and controls are so obvious to the proponents
that no one among them can imagine that there could ever be a hint of organizational resistance.
Why plan for the impossible? Instead of organizational change, these initiatives focus on
methodology and miss their marks in doing so.Characteristic of these deployments, committees
pore over drafts and rewrites of the company’s new standards for project management,



inevitably leading to a document release that I can only describe as the My Company PMBOK.
In these situations, methodology proponents spend weeks or months rewriting PMI PMBOK
guidance to fit their corporate vernacular, all the while thinking that they are achieving buy-in
because they are working in committee. Ultimately, the work product ends up tossed aside
because it is too technical and voluminous to interest or guide anyone except for the true
believers who wrote it. For the authors, it becomes a prayer book and nothing more. Because the
prescribed procedures are so cryptic in nature, many in the organization see this attempt at
guidance as another furtive effort to undermine their status quo.In my opinion, the greatest
opportunity that PPM tools present to most companies is to introduce organizational controls
that follow intelligent methodologies without the need to indoctrinate the organization at-large
into a complex management science. The goal is to embed control intelligence into the process
and process controls rather than providing a written prescription. This requires a primary focus
on the controlled process and less focus on the controlling process. Unfortunately, most
methodology-overload projects are lost in theory and tend to focus on the controlling process
only. After many years of working with numerous organizations, I have yet to see such a
document received with acclaim and excitement by a general audience. For some, this is the
result of a shortsighted initiative, while for others it is the result of organizational constraints. In
either case, it is not a promising way to launch a PPM effort.Serving the Technology BuffetWhen
an IT department serves up PPM to its business customers as part of a “technology buffet,”
willing diners always line up for a free meal. In companies where this occurs, the buffet offering
often accompanies an ill-defined internal push for project management. There might be a
corporate improvement initiative underway that is giving lip service to process improvement,
efficiency initiatives, or quality management solutions to bolster or encourage take-the-plunge
approaches. Sudden executive interest might have an impact at budget time. For all the positive
motivating factors you can identify, mostly this type of misguided deployment occurs because
the technology is too accessible.“The licenses came with our Enterprise Agreement so we might
as well use them,” is a typical rationale. This, too, smacks of the build-it-and-they-will-come
mentality that so often characterizes the boil the ocean deployment, but its poison is much more
insidious as the buffet attendee is ill prepared for what comes next. Ideally it should take a bit of
wrangling for a business unit to get a new software application sanctioned for use, and this
wrangling comes in the form of due diligence such as a cost benefit analysis, and other
processes and budget hurdles, which engenders a more solid footing to begin with. In the case
where the application is pre-sanctioned, these obstacles and their natural sanity checkpoints do
not exist. The lowered barriers typically include a much less rigorous challenge to the requesting
organization, resulting in little or significantly lower due diligence overall, and a high rate of
deployment failure.The diligence due in this case is organizational commitment and a process to
follow for success. In many cases, PPM appears on the buffet table with little or no regard given
to these critical elements. Very often, the IT team offering up the application does not
understand it, and often has no intention of internalizing it as a standard for itself; and, therefore,



no intention of building the required competencies to support it in and out of the datacenter.
Somebody needs to make a competency commitment, or deployments fail rather quickly; but in
these cases, it is up to the implementers in the business unit to rudely discover this fact and
attempt to quickly correct midstream. Sadly, this is a difficult miscalculation from which to
recover.Preparing Strategies for PPM Deployment SuccessAll PPM deployments have two
things in common: a shared process and a shared pool of resources to manage. You can largely
predict the nature and scope of your PPM deployment challenge by examining the number of
organizational silos that your shared resource pool contains. The more silos your deployment
must cross, the greater your challenge. Cross-departmental deployments are always more
difficult to shepherd to success than a single-department deployment. Even within a single
department, cultural factors and tolerance for detail varies from one subgroup to another. Using
the IT example, developers in your applications development group are much more likely to
function well with detailed task tracking than your infrastructure and networking resources that
are constantly fighting fires. Similarly, the engineers in your product development group are more
likely to tolerate detailed task tracking than are your marketing stakeholders. Like individuals,
departments and departmental subgroups have their own personalities and tolerances, and you
must identify and consider these in designing your PPM solution.Typically, PPM deployments
happen for specific organizational units, such as a department or business unit or around a
value-chain process that transcends organizational units. A deployment for controlling IT
projects in an organization is a good example of a portfolio-based deployment where the
coalescing factor is an organizational unit. A deployment coalesced around a value-chain
process, such as an end-to-end solution for bringing a product to market from concept through
marketing, is an example of a process-centered deployment that typically involves multiple
departments. The first scenario requires buy-in across a single department and stands its best
chance with a management mandate. Getting all the directors in a unified IT department to
agree and support such an initiative can be amazingly difficult despite the fact that one person
has the ability to simply mandate it. It is surprising how few senior managers are willing to go that
far. More importantly, the new generation of SharePoint 2013 with Project Server 2013 will likely
drive much broader deployments in an effort to achieve portfolio management at the highest
levels in the organization. The appeal and promise of this exciting new platform with its prewired
“Business Intelligence” capabilities is certain to intoxicate senior management sufficiently to
start this trend.No matter how much organizational desire you bring to the table, your
organization’s ability to express its target process or projects as a cogent, well-organized
schedule is also fundamental to success. This naturally demands a commitment to a scheduling
competency and the ability to rationalize the subject process. Executing on project progress
tracking is typically a new skill for most organizations, and including end-users in that process is
usually revolutionary unless an organization already has a time or task-tracking requirement in
place for its resources. While the prior existence of a timekeeping system indicates a propensity
for success, it may also present its own challenge for the organization in reconciling its desired



level of tracking detail with its actual level of tracking detail. Existing timekeeping systems
generally do not track work at a detail level sufficient to drive effort-based tracking for most
project management needs. Even with the advantages of prior practice alignment with project
management goals, your PPM deployment inevitably requires you to implement management
process change across your subject resource pool.Understanding Your
StakeholdersRepeatedly we consult with companies who have achieved more-or-less
underwhelming or unsatisfactory system adoption. Often these deployments suffer from poor
reporting compliance regardless of the selected tracking method. Although these less-than-
thriving deployments characteristically feature a lukewarm management commitment, they often
suffer a handicap from lack of end-user focus that originated at deployment conception. Very few
of these implementations properly considered their most important stakeholders, the resources
expected to maintain the data integrity in the system. Implementers simply forget to ask, “what is
in it for the resources and what are their needs?”All too often, PPM deployment planning is
limited to discussions with senior management and the Project Management Office (PMO) or
the governing body responsible for the implementation. While it is relatively easy to get a group
of managers to agree that implementing PPM holds the promise of great benefits for portfolio
analysis and reporting, it is much more difficult to get the people doing the work to consistently
report their work. Without this reporting consistency, your PPM system data is not terribly
interesting to management. While garnering management mandates for task tracking early in the
game is a good strategy for success, by making your PPM deployment useful, compelling and
valuable to your resources, you solidify a foundation for success. The ultimate measure of
success is the degree to which you find that your organization cannot live without its PPM
system. To that end, you must consider your end-user needs. In fact, if you focus on their needs
first, and deliver value for them, you have an excellent chance at delivering amazing results for
the organization. Keep in mind that you can only roll-up great information from a system that
contains fundamentally sound data. When you succeed at tracking, you fulfill the PPM promise
for your organization. Anything short of that success typically relegates your PPM system to the
interests of the few.Involve your end users, representing all of them, early in the process. How
can you determine what your PPM system can do for your resources if you do not ask them?
Simply asking your end users for their opinions and ideas during your requirements phase is
often enough to begin the process of breaking down resistance to the change you are
introducing. You must sell your PPM solution to everyone whom you expect to participate in its
care and feeding, and there is no better way to sell a solution than to instill a sense of ownership
in your stakeholders. You can achieve this by giving them a voice in the planning process and by
keeping them involved in advisory roles. Inclusion sparks the collaborative spirit that an effective
PPM solution requires. You must carefully nurture collaborative behaviors to grow them in an
organization. You cannot simply expect them to materialize because you erected a computer
platform that facilitates collaboration.Treb Gatte, formerly a program manager for the Microsoft
Project product group, delivered a keynote address at the Project Technical Briefing held June 1,



2004. In his presentation, he gave us powerful insight into the human challenge of PPM
deployment in his “Market Opportunity” slide shown in Figure 2 - 2. At the time, Treb was working
for Wachovia and managing Wachovia’s corporate PPM deployment.Figure 2 - 2: Opportunity
MarketFigure 2 - 2 neatly categorizes the attitudes you typically encounter in a worker
population when implementing a PPM solution. Essentially, in a Role Culture environment, 80%
of your resources are likely to fall into the Favorable or Not Favorable categories. I discuss
organizational culture types in the next section. Each of these groups, which hug the center of
the bell curve, is mildly prone to their positive or negative attitudes. Most of the people falling into
the Favorable category are positive about most things in life and it is their nature to cooperate in
the team spirit. Most of the people in the Not Favorable category are simply resistant to change
by nature, and you can gently influence them toward a favorable attitude through
acknowledgement and techniques that give them a voice in the solution design and deployment
process.Your largest potential obstacle in the human equation is the Vocal Detractors group,
which is typically comprised of people in positions of significant influence and seniority.
Incumbency tends to breed this type of behavior or at least seems to facilitate it. One must
possess a sense of tenure to feel comfortable enough to oppose an improvement initiative.
These influences can be very poisonous unless you aggressively address them. Not
surprisingly, people who become Raving Fans present an opportunity to counter the negative
vibes coming from your Vocal Detractors. You can enlist the “cheese heads” to help you sell your
solution; thus, dulling the effect of the Vocal Detractors. If you work hard at it, you can convert
your Vocal Detractors into Raving Fans as these two groups are essentially riding the same
sense of passion. Of course, your goal is to retune these passions to a positive
wavelength.Understanding Your Organization’s CultureOne of the keys in defining your PPM
challenge is to understand the culture or cultures you must facilitate in your target audience.
Charles Handy, in his consummate work, Understanding Organizations, identifies four primary
culture types: Person Culture, Power Culture, Role Culture, and Task Culture. PPM functions
best when supported by a Task Culture or matrix organization. More importantly, implementing
PPM forces a cultural shift toward a Task Culture whether the implementers recognize it or not.
This cultural shift embodies the change you must manage on the human side of the
equation.The Person Culture is the rarest of organizational cultures. In this culture, the individual
person is the focus. You expect to find a person culture in small law firms, literary agencies and
other organizations where the organization is not the focus; rather the organization is one of
convenience. This type of organization exists to share office space and resources among
individuals who each “do their own thing.” The culture does not seek to build value by following
its own objectives. In Figure 2 - 3, a graphic representing a constellation of stars illustrates the
Person Culture as each star is independent. Because PPM satisfies an organizational need,
rather than individual need, it is usually inapplicable to organizations with a Person
Culture.Figure 2 - 3: Person CultureThe Power Culture is typical of the small entrepreneurial
organization where a single power source rules. Like the Person Culture, the Power Culture



emphasizes the individual, but unlike the Person Culture, it maintains organizational objectives
as well. You may find a Power Culture in various parts of larger organizations such as the
executive team, sometimes in marketing groups, and in other groups where a single individual
may be the primary source of power. Figure 2 - 4 illustrates the Power Culture as a web, with
bands of power emanating from the center. In organizations such as this, there is little
bureaucracy and structure as it relies heavily on resource power. Organizations with Power
Cultures are not likely to implement PPM and are candidates for it only when they are part of a
larger organization with a PPM initiative.Figure 2 - 4: Power CultureBureaucracy characterizes
the Role Culture organization. Thick with procedures, rules, and authorities, the Role Culture
organization places emphasis on the job position rather than the individual. The Role Culture is
characteristic of a steady-state organization and depends on stability. Role Culture organizations
typically feature heavy departmental silos, which Figure 2 - 5 represents metaphorically as the
pillars of a temple. Because Role Culture organizations tend to be rigid, they do not adapt well to
PPM initiatives because they cause cultural shift in the organization. Role Culture organizations
are extremely resistant to change, even when they need it most. Commercial Role Culture
organizations are the most likely to engage in PPM initiatives in order to implement process
improvements.Figure 2 - 5: Role CultureThe Task Culture is job or project oriented. This is the
culture of the “matrix organization” celebrated by modern business theorists and promoted by
the Project Management Institute and other progressive business organizations. This is the
favored culture where market competition is steep and the need for innovation is significant.
Here the job or product is the common focus and the organization aligns itself to achieve its task.
A “matrix” or “net” structure in Figure 2 - 6 represents the Task Culture.Figure 2 - 6: Task
Cultureor Matrix OrganizationYour primary purpose in identifying your subject culture is to define
the organizational culture shift you must manage during your implementation process. In my
opinion, failure to manage culture shift is the root cause of the majority of PPM implementation
failures. Make sure your implementation team realistically evaluates the current culture state in
your department, or culture states in your multi-department deployment, so that you have a go-
forward strategy to manage this change proactively.Understanding and Making Management
CommitmentsPerhaps the best way to describe the change process invoked in implementing a
PPM solution is to view it as a maturation process. With the current popularity in developing and
pursuing new and more elaborate maturity models, it’s not surprising that Microsoft has included
significant reference to Project Management Maturity in its PPM implementation guidance. While
it is fundamentally sound to frame this discussion within a model for maturity, the flurry in
maturity model promulgation several years back, and their increasing complexity, in my opinion,
has diminished their usefulness and accessibility. Further, it seems as though much of the
complexity baked into recent maturity model entries targets building professional service
revenue around the models rather than increasing their usability and applicability.Information: All
of the current popular maturity models are process-focused and do not consider the
organizational culture shifts they invoke or the cultural abrasion they might cause. Moreover, as



far as Project Management Maturity models go, they focus on maturing the project management
process, rather than the organization’s value process or the organization itself. In this case, the
focus is on the controlling process. Relying on such a tool alone can be dangerous, if not
fruitless. Your most concerted effort must remain on the organizational shifts, unless your
organization is fully culturally ready.What started with the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at
Carnegie Mellon University offering a fairly simple and elegant approach to explaining the steps
by which a company matures its software development process, the fundamental wisdom
embodied in the original Capabilities Maturity Model (CMM), has become more obscure in the
shadow of this special-interest bloat. The result is guidance that is confusing to practitioners and
frightening to average stakeholders. Nonetheless, the fundamental wisdom recognized and
captured in the original CMM remains valid and can help us elaborate and understand the
management commitments required for successful PPM deployments.The original SEI model
for CMM, developed in the early eighties, presents five levels of maturity. The University of
California, Berkeley, offered a Project Management Maturity model (PMM) a couple years after
the advent of CMM that leveraged the CMM and adapted it to maturing a project management
process, as shown inFigure 2 - 7. Not surprisingly, the original PMM model maintained the
taxonomy promulgated in CMM. Both of these describe the maturation of a process; and, to
some extent, the maturation of an organization around the process. A shift toward an
organizational focus is more evident in recent offerings from PMI and others; but they have
wandered away from the simplicity that makes them practical tools in all situations.Figure 2 - 7:
UC Berkeley Project Management Maturity ModelNotice in Figure 2 - 7 that the original CMM
and PMM models used the term “Continuous Improvement” to describe level five. I believe that
this is a flaw in the taxonomy and it would be more appropriate to call it “Sustained.” Not only do
the words seem taxonomically incorrect, in my observations, continuous improvement occurs at
all levels of maturity if the organization is at all moving up the ladder. A lack of continuous
improvement indicates at best a steady state in the organization; or, at worst, stagnation or
regression. The presence of continuous improvement does not itself indicate a level of
achievement as much as it indicates a propensity toward growth and achievement. Essentially, I
believe that the model over-reaches when it identifies a fifth level, which I might describe as an
“ideal state” if I believed that it existed.About twenty years prior to the SEI release of CMM, in
1963, Jean Piaget published his work on human cognitive development. Figure 2 - 8 shows the
human maturity model represented in his work. This science remains the benchmark in our
understanding of cognitive development for more than 40 years.Figure 2 - 8: Jean Piaget’s
human cognitive development modelThis model maps nicely to the first four levels identified in
the original CMM/PMM models. Piaget describes the Motor Sensory phase as simple and non-
conceptual. Operating in an ad-hoc state conceptually paraphrases this concept. Similarly, the
Preoperational phase of human development begins to invoke conceptual thought requirements
whereby we begin to apply taxonomies to our world, which nicely aligns with the concept of
being able to plan (although Piaget describes the stage as egocentric). In the Concrete



Operations phase, we learn to apply logic and interpersonal skills, which aligns well with the
ability to manage. Finally, Piaget concludes his model with the Formal Operations phase and
describes the application of logic to all classes of problems, corresponding nicely to the concept
of an integrated approach to problem solving.Our ability to align these models helps to validate
the essential wisdom they contain. Our industry tends to focus only on process maturity itself
without considering the cultural underpinnings that support higher-level process maturities.
Therefore, to complete the picture, we must overlay process and human maturity with
organizational maturity and culture.Ultimately, both people and organizations reach their
inevitable end. Organizations that have staying power have harnessed and embraced change;
and, therefore, are able to reinvent themselves. This simple reality disproves the notion that
continuous improvement is a maturity end-state. Processes, like people, mature until they reach
a steady state. Once at a steady state, they require an impetus to change. A steady-state
organization tends to develop a Role Culture, which is highly resistant to change. The more time
an organization spends in a steady state, the more engrained the culture becomes and the
greater the challenge is to both providing the impetus to change and effecting it. General Motors
struggled with its inability to change for 30 years before running out of equity to spend,
underscoring the fact that either reinvention or demise is the ultimate last step in the maturity
process.Unless you are a member of the project management choir or a business theory junkie
like me, this conversation may now have you reeling with either distaste for the subject matter or
disdain for the proposition. This is reflective of the risk you run by over-doing your methodology
push in your PPM deployment. Nonetheless, the maturity model insight is valuable input to your
process. Understand that PPM solutions enable the progression of your organization from a level
2 maturity to a level 3 maturity. The progression between these level maturities invokes a culture
shift from your current culture state toward a Task Culture state. Even if your culture assessment
reveals that your organization has a Task Culture, a PPM implementation forces a deeper
plunge. Culture shift causes friction, friction causes discomfort, and discomfort causes people to
push back. PPM solutions can help you bridge the gap--if you understand where gap boundaries
lie.Understand that maturity and maturity achievement do not manifest themselves in neat little
compartments as the models suggest. Organizational Maturity is something that is in continuous
flux. Part of the organization may be at one level while another subset of the organization
operates at another level. Even within what otherwise would seem homogeneous groups, for
example a single department or organizational unit, maturity disparities occur. This is normal and
expected. Just as we typically do not walk a set of stairs by placing both feet on one stair step
before progressing to the next level, the process is gradual and natural.Targeting maturity and
appropriate organizational culture states is not a one-size-fits-all exercise. It is important that you
align your expectations for cultural and maturity achievement with what best fits each subgroup
in your organization. Forcing the proverbial square peg into a round hole is not a strategy for
success. Rather, tailor your PPM implementation to accommodate the realities of your
organization whenever possible.Understanding Your ProcessEvery now and then, I run across a



frustrated consultant complaining that their client does not have a process. I chuckle at this,
because every organization has a process. It may not be a formal process, it may not be well
constructed, and it may not be something anyone in the organization can cogently express; but
there is a process in play. An inability to express the process is characteristic of a Role Culture
and less typical in a Task Culture. In a Role Culture organization, as the name might suggest,
work that transcends departmental boundaries passes from one department to another rather
than from one task to the next. In organizations like this, there may actually be barriers to
transparency rooted in territorial behaviors that a Role Culture cultivates.If you are undertaking a
PPM initiative to control a process as far-reaching in an organization such as new product
development, and your organization does not already have a complete process map, fulfilling
your process understanding may very well become your critical path to deployment. I say this
because it takes a significant amount of time to ferret out the details of a complicated process,
let alone to identify all of its dependencies and estimate its work and document its expected
durations. Adding to the challenge is a myriad of psychologies that come into play once you
begin translating tribal knowledge to a formal process map.First, you must contend with the
pushback that your initiative is generating at the most basic level. This may make stakeholder
scheduling more difficult, significantly increasing the time it should take to complete your work.
Then you have the difficulty of prying this process information from your less-than-forthcoming
stakeholders. Superseding these two problems, you may notice yet another phenomenon, which
is the tendency of some to get overly granular in their process detail. This tendency naturally
follows the realization that the system adds transparency to the process and your stakeholders
suddenly want everyone to “see how much they do.” Therefore, some of your stakeholders may
overdo the detail for appearances only. Your next challenge is sifting through the work and
eliminating the duplication of work paths, which may repeat for numerous departments. This is
particularly true of Role Culture organizations where every deliverable represents a work path for
each specific department with a review or approval stake in it. Sometimes different departments
refer to the same work path or deliverable with different names, making this all the more difficult
to sort out.Once you gather the necessary input to construct a complete work breakdown
structure (WBS) for your subject process, you must express it as an intelligent schedule with
integrated workflows. Some of your stakeholders may have difficulty accepting an integrated
workflow presentation. Because they are accustomed to seeing their work in its own
departmental capsule, some will find your integrated representation difficult to understand, or
even react to it as if it is just plain wrong. Your challenge is to help them understand that the
representation does not change the fact that they perform the work and that they own the work
and are responsible for the results. Some people will find this threatening to their perceived turf
boundaries. To address these concerns, you can add attribution to your WBS at the task level to
facilitate your ability to build views of your workflow that are more familiar to your stakeholders,
helping them to build a comfort level with the new system. You learn about Project Server 2010’s
metadata architecture in Module 07, Creating System Metadata and Calendars.Acquiring or



Improving Scheduling CompetenciesJust as failing to manage culture change is the single most
common reason why PPM deployments fail at the strategic level, failing to understand the need
for rigorously maintained schedules is the single most common reason that PPM deployments
fail tactically. After ten years of working on PPM deployments in all types of companies, the one
thing I still struggle with on most of these engagements is convincing people how little they
actually know about using Microsoft Project; and, more importantly, how much skill is required to
manage schedules in a PPM environment.Your ability to build a well-structured schedule is not
only a fundamental requirement for success, it is critical. Remember that your project and work
schedules contain the data that eventually populates users’ task pages, timesheets, and lights
up all of the interesting business intelligence features and reporting in Project Web App. If your
schedule is lacking, you simply amplify its deficiencies when you broadcast it through Project
Server 2013. Imagine that Project Server is a 50,000 watt amplifier. Do your schedules create
music, or ear-crushing static?In 2007, the Project Management Institute (PMI) College of
Scheduling (COS) issued the Practice Standard for Scheduling, a must-have for PPM
implementers. This important document defines practice standards for building schedule
models. It should come as no surprise that if you follow the practice standards outlined in this
groundbreaking document, you will produce schedules that work well in Project Server 2013.
Regardless of the scheduling method you select, whether it is CPM, Critical Chain, or Critical
Event Chain methods, following the COS modeling standards immediately puts you in good
stead for managing a schedule with a PPM tool. Providing tool training for your competent
schedulers is also important.For many reasons, including the fact that Project bore the “Office”
label in recent years, managers who have no familiarity with Project will assume that it is as easy
to use as Word or Excel. Furthermore, Project users who have successfully used the tool to
manage project schedules on the desktop frequently overestimate their own abilities, and almost
everyone underestimates the rigor required to manage complex schedules. Time after time, I
have looked on while a manager decides that their admin should handle the schedule, or
assigns a novice Project user to model a 10-million-dollar supply chain initiative. In only a few
weeks or months, everyone is pointing their fingers at the tool for the crappy data coming out of
it.Your ability to build a cogent and dynamic schedule is fundamental. If your scheduling skills
are lacking or your basic Project skills are lacking, you are facing a severe handicap. Make sure
that your organizational readiness assessment addresses this concern and that you take steps
to correct any deficiencies that you identify. Extend your deployment duration if necessary.
Always incorporate training into your deployment plan.Providing Training and GovernanceAlong
with defining your work process, you must define a governance process for managing your
projects and portfolios. The most enabling method is to provide your project managers with
templates and specific guidance about how to create a schedule, how to maintain a schedule,
and how to apply the company’s tracking methodology. A significant training investment is
essential for IT administrators and project managers. Users who report progress and those that
use reporting features also need some training, but usually no more than a half day.Marketing



Your SolutionWe live in a world that is marketing driven. Good marketers convince us to buy
$2,500 handbags and $5.00 cups of coffee, and that one brand of toothpaste is superior to
another containing the exact same ingredients. Why, then, do we overlook this powerful force
when we bring change to our organizations? The most effective strategies for bringing change to
an organization include selling the solution to its constituency.The most successful deployments
make solution-selling part of the equation. Recognizing this need early on sets the stage for
success by orienting the deployment team to end-user needs and provides a foundation for the
end-user focus I discussed previously under the topic of recognizing your stakeholders. Your
taking a marketer’s point of view can profoundly change your team’s posture.You should devise
a marketing plan for your solution. How you position your approach depends entirely on what
you determine to be your organization’s motivators. Available resources certainly affect your
ability here as well. One tactic that seems to appeal to most organizations is branding.
Essentially, you give your project an action name that appeals to your organization’s sensibilities
and adds a little excitement and exclusivity. Something as simple as team shirts carrying the
solution brand can help stir interest.Mercedes Benz’s American marketing organization,
MBUSA, leveraged their digital media group to produce a stunning intranet video to convey the
essence of their program improvement message for their PPM initiative around launching new
vehicle models. The script, written by members of the deployment team, introduced the solution
concepts in a way that spoke to the needs of everyone involved in the process. The dialog,
which included splashes of inside humor, connected with the project’s constituency by echoing
their own concerns and by setting a congenial tone for the change effort involved with
participation and strong endorsements from top management. Better examples of sound change
management simply do not exist.Another organization I worked with decided to have their
stakeholders use Project to manage their 90-day performance goals as a means toward
achieving adoption. For this organization, it proved to be a strong motivator. Yet another
organization I worked with opted to produce a series of high-profile, lunch-and-learn events to
introduce their solution and educate their stakeholders. At this company, nobody ever turns
down a free lunch, and the deployment team made the events even more appealing by
orchestrating top-level management participation. The resulting dialogs set the stage for better
collaboration across the organization.In the end, you always have the option for management to
mandate the solution. Treat this as a fall back solution and make sure that you have a
management commitment to do so up front, or understand that you have no operative plan “B”
unless you prepare for this possibility. Understand, also, that any strategy and tactics you employ
to make system compliance happen through selling your solution to your end users is far better
than any mandate strategy.Now that you have a sense of what you are signing up for from an
organizational change perspective, you are ready to learn about and take command of the
technology. Remember to give the human side of the equation constant nurturing attention to
maintain your best chance for success.Module 03 - Applying a Deployment ProcessLearning
ObjectivesAfter completing this module, you will be able to:· Understand a best practice



approach to deploying Microsoft PPM· Follow a six-phase implementation model· Use
the template included with this book to organize your implementation informationInside Module
03Understanding the Deployment ProcessDefining Your Deployment and Deployment
TeamUnderstanding the Analyst RoleUnderstanding Technical RolesRounding Out the
TeamManaging the Discovery PhaseDiscovery Phase SummaryOther Valuable Discovery
InputsDiscovery Next StepsDetermining your Implementation ArchetypeCost CentersProfit
CentersHybrids, Exceptions and ChallengesBuilding Your Straw Man RequirementsIntroducing
the Requirements and Definition TemplateApplying the Template to the Straw ManSummarizing
the Discovery PhaseManaging the Definition PhaseDefinition Phase SummaryCore
RequirementsDefining the Portfolio OrganizationDefining the Project OrganizationDefining the
Task OrganizationDefining the Resource OrganizationDefining Working Times and
CalendarsDefining Company HolidaysDefining Security RequirementsDefining Training
RequirementsDetermining System NotificationsManaging the Design PhaseDesign Phase
SummaryDetermining PPM Design InformationManaging the Pilot PhasePilot Phase
SummaryManaging the Rollout PhaseRollout Phase SummaryManaging the Post-deployment
Support PhasePost-deployment Phase SummaryUnderstanding the Deployment ProcessAs
with the introduction of any new technology, you should follow a best-practice lifecycle
methodology already familiar to your organization, or other standard methodology to frame your
Project Server 2013 deployment. In our consulting practice, we follow a simple methodology that
provides a strong likelihood of success. Inasmuch as there is no known business productivity
solution that can boast a 100% successful adoption track record, it is only sensible to imagine
that your initiative might fail, and you should be prepared to gracefully deal with the
consequences.While your management team may be pushing you hard to deliver a solution
immediately, my recommendation is to start with a “prototype.” Microsoft Project Server has
been in the market since 2002, so it is a solid, stable platform. I list other approaches you can
take in Table 3- 1.Deployment OptionDescriptionPros and ConsProof of ConceptTypically
implies a technical team will implement the software to ensure various functions work as
expected.Pros: Quickly determines if the technology is a good fit for your organization.Cons:
Limits the number of people involved, and typically only results in a good demo rather than
meeting a specific business need.Pilot or Mini PilotNote: Not to be confused with the Pilot
implementation phase mentioned later in this section.Typically implies a small team of willing
individuals will use the tool for a certain amount of time to test drive the product.Pros: Users will
get up to speed quickly on the user interface to determine their comfort level.Cons: If the pilot is
successful, real-world work exists on Project Server but there may be no budget to keep the
solution running.PrototypeTypically implies there is senior sponsorship for the project,
management has approved implementation budgets, a team is in place to support the effort, and
you have completed a detailed product selection process.Your Project Server administrator has
configured the system to meet the entire project’s scope, not just a portion of it.Pros: In most
cases, a Proof of Concept or Pilot end up being ‘throw away’ solutions because they were



architected to run tests rather than to meet a full set of requirements. The prototype will take
more effort up-front but will meet the needs of all stakeholders as defined by the scope of the
effort.Cons: If the team has not bought into the tool after the prototype is defined, it will be harder
to make a graceful exit from the implementation.Table 3- 1: Deployment methodsOur systematic
approach to a smooth deployment includes six phases as illustrated in Figure 3 - 1.Figure 3 - 1:
Project Server 2013 deployment phases· Discover (Current State) – During this phase, you
gather as many processes and sample documents as possible to capture the current state
process in place for managing and reporting on projects in your subject business unit or
organization. Based on your discoveries, you produce a straw man version of your requirements
document to help facilitate requirements, interviews, and discussions. During this time, you can
begin purchasing software and hardware required for the implementation. If possible, install the
Project Server 2013 software.· Define (Future State) – During this phase, you interview and
conduct work sessions with your stakeholders to capture and document their system
requirements. You continuously update your requirements document during this process,
sharing iterations with your deployment team. If not completed in the Discover phase, finalize the
installation of Project Server 2013 on your testing environment.· Design – During this phase,
you will be documenting the technical solution. At this point, you should be implementing the
requirements directly in Project Server with the project team and running through use cases to
verify functionality and usability. By the end of this phase, you should have defined the roles
required for the post-deployment support phase.· Pilot – During this phase, you install and
configure the production hardware and software to conform to the design you specified in the
Design phase. During this phase, you train your first adopters and take the system through “N”
weeks of tracking iterations to demonstrate the viability of your configuration to the organization
and to surface any inadequacies in your system or organizational preparedness.· Rollout –
During this phase, you steadily expand system use to full deployment to its intended audience.
Provided you did a good job identifying your requirements, expanding system use rarely requires
additional work on the system; rather it requires organizational focus on education and tracking
compliance.· Support – No software rollout is ever complete without post-deployment
support. You must continuously enhance and improve the system for your users and keep it
fresh with service packs and patches. A solid support plan is required well before rollout to set
expectations and define support rolls post-deployment.Best Practice: Although I organize this
book to describe the systematic process that you should follow during your deployment, you
may not do your best job at requirements definition and system design without prior system
knowledge. Therefore, consider reading this module and this book in its entirety and then return
to this module for re-reading prior to your actual deployment. Substantial system knowledge
greatly enhances your thought process during requirements definition.Defining Your Deployment
and Deployment TeamMost typically, PPM deployments happen across a bell-curve that occurs
between 100 and 500 resources peaking in the range of 250 to 300 resources. While smaller
and mega-deployments occur, this seems to be the functional organization sweet spot. It is a



typical business pattern more than it is a system or methodological limit. Given Project Server
2013’s new capabilities, I expect to see more non-enterprise deployments than with previous
versions, particularly factoring in Project Online.As with most projects, one of your first steps is
to define an organizational scope for your project and build a deployment team. The resource
pool for your deployment is the most important and determinate attribute in understanding your
organizational scope. The resource pool that you manage and track mainly determines what
process or processes you can manage.For instance, if you want to manage the end-to-end
process for bringing your products to market, but the design and marketing groups object to the
perceived burden of this collaborative process, and you do not have the personal influence/
authority or stakeholder influence/authority to overcome the objections, their lack of participation
compromises your control system vision. The important takeaway is that if you do not have the
authority to demand participation or you do not command the organizational influence to garner
resource pool participation, you should consider aiming at a less ambitious portfolio. The quality
of your tracking information is never going to be any better than your organization’s commitment
to producing it.In typical PPM deployments, the lion’s share of work falls upon one person. This
is particularly true if the deployment is for a single business unit with a single pyramid in its
management structure. The example shown in Figure 3 - 2 depicts a highly centralized
Information Technology organization. In an organizational structure like this, one person, the
CIO, has the authority to mandate resource compliance with your new tracking system. Even in a
highly centralized organization such as this, it is a good idea to start with a deployment
contained within one of the operating groups, such as Applications Development. In suggesting
Applications Development, I am drawing upon my real-world experience. This experience tells
me that application developers, who typically focus on a single development task at any given
time, have a greater tolerance for detail than the network operations staff members who are
moving in every direction at once.Figure 3 - 2: Information Technology Org Chart Example
(Partial)Any of the five directors in this organizational model can apply negative energy that
could damage your deployment’s opportunity for success. Therefore, you need a commitment
from each of them to contemplate a successful deployment across all of these functional groups.
Enlisting the CIO as your executive sponsor most certainly helps garner this commitment. This is
the organizational-level commitment you need for a successful deployment. If your initiative is
the work product of only one of these groups, such as Applications Development, you may be
very successful with managing projects and parts of projects executed by this specific group, but
fail to succeed in propagating that success across the other four silos. Without adequate
executive sponsorship, your success outside the initiating silo will depend on how well you
establish your PPM bandwagon as the one that everyone wants to jump on!Working in your favor
with this organizational structure is that everyone works in the same location. In fact, they may
even work in the same building. Therefore, you are much more likely not to encounter cultural
disparities that can create difficult-to-resolve disconnects between the silos.In this case, it is
very likely that one person owns both the deployment project and the application in production.



Many organizations underestimate the amount of effort this requires from the deployment project
owner, and then completely fail to recognize that the application requires care and feeding from
a subject matter expert for the duration of its use. This is an important consideration for
organizations using professional service companies for deployment assistance. You cannot
ignore this internal competency requirement and expect smooth sailing later on. Therefore, you
must work with a company that focuses on transferring this knowledge to your team, rather than
helping you to build a dependency on professional support services.Deployments that cover
multiple top-level pyramid structures in the organization require representation from each of the
power centers depicted in the underlying org chart included in your deployment boundaries. The
org chart featured in Figure 3 - 3 depicts an example of a decentralized organization with
multiple power centers. The more of these you must cover, the more challenging your
deployment. For this type of deployment, your team must include representation from each of
the top-level pyramid structures. Each power center needs its own subject matter expert and
support structure.Figure 3 - 3: Org Chart with multiple power centersIn this example, the
organization is much more likely to be culturally fragmented. Here we have an organization
geographically divided. It crosses regional, cultural, and socio-economic boundaries. You cannot
ignore the fact that this organization is more challenging by nature compared to the organization
in the previous example, even if the number of resources in each of the two examples is
identical. In an organization like this, you may work with a person for a year or more before you
actually meet face-to-face. Organizations like this are also more likely to be the product of
acquisition rather than direct growth. The popular practice of growth through acquisition is very
likely to leave cultural disparity in its wake through arbitrary organizational remodeling that slaps
pieces of one organization together with pieces of other organizations.For a deployment
covering a regionally diverse organization, such as depicted in the above example, you ideally
want the chief at the top of the pyramid as your actively involved executive sponsor. You should
also strive to gain sponsorship and approval from all executives below the chief.Oftentimes, an
organization like this may have an executive at the top but regional managers run their teams
how they wish. I suggest you consider gaining their buy-in to have them help you bring the
proposal to the executive rather than starting at the top.It is highly unlikely that one person can
carry the torch for the entire extended group for this type of deployment. Each regional silo
requires its own subject matter expert, not only to meet the physical support demands, but also
to represent the culture and concerns particular to that part of the organization. This extends the
time it takes to execute a PPM deployment. More voices and opinions simply take more time to
satisfy. A popular do-it-yourself approach simply ignores end-user involvement in the process,
but lessens the chances of success.If possible, try to contain your initial pilot deployment to one
power center within the organization. Using the example shown previously in Figure 3 - 3,
limiting the initial deployment to one of the regional organizations allows you to test your
assumptions in a smaller group first, before propagating them to the larger organization. For the
initial rollout, try to select a project or projects that do not cross the regional boundaries, as it is



much easier to achieve success within a power center rather than across two or more power
centers. Once you have worked out the kinks in your approach, expand your system use
gradually and in a controlled manner.Best Practice: msProjectExperts recommends that you
assign a project manager to your Project Server 2013 deployment with the intention that this
person becomes the application owner when the system rolls out to full production. If this person
is not available to serve as the application owner, the person designated to assume this role
should be a team member from the very beginning.Understanding the Analyst RoleThe one role
in a PPM deployment that is perhaps the most difficult to fill is the business analyst responsible
for producing the requirements and configuration deliverables. While most agree that the analyst
role is typically the most difficult to fill, the challenge for your PPM deployment is amplified by the
general lack of experienced analysts in the market place. Project and process management
automation is relatively new to the open market. Before the introduction of Project Server, such
implementations were the exclusive territory of larger organizations or those with highly
specialized needs that could justify the significant cost. With Microsoft making this technology
available to a broader audience, the need for people with these skills and experience continues
to outpace the market’s ability to create competent people.More to the point, deploying PPM
solutions in the year 2013 is much like financial system deployments 20-some years ago when
accounting software and low-cost computers were making their market debuts, for the first time
making them accessible to average businesses. Like early financial system deployments, PPM
solutions require businesses to develop new taxonomies for classifying projects, resources, and
work that typically the organization has not yet considered. Much the same way a computerized
accounts payable system integrated with a general ledger suddenly opened the door to tracking
expenses at a finer level of detail, a PPM solution opens the door to tracking work and
scheduling that requires the business to develop a new “chart of accounts” for tracking these
activities. When a business went from paper to computer, overnight it went from a few dozen
general ledger accounts to fifty or a hundred.The analyst, therefore, must be able to recognize
patterns in existing business documentation and envision new organizational taxonomies,
having both an understanding of the specific information uncovered during the discovery and
definition process and specific knowledge of what the new technology capabilities support.
Specifically, an analyst needs to combine the following competencies:1. Possess a
competency with the toolset to recognize opportunities for effective application.2. Have a well-
developed understanding of portfolio and project management, process mapping, business
management practices and related management disciplines.3. Already possess specific
knowledge of the organization or have a rapid ability to absorb and comprehend organizational
structures and challenges across numerous industries.Simply put, not that many people can
adequately cover all three competencies without a significant need to develop at least one. If you
can cover the second and third competencies in-house, to succeed with a do-it-yourself
implementation your in-house analyst and subject matter expert need the time and means to
develop the first competency. Consider extending the design process when this is the case.



There is no reason that the analyst on your team cannot also be the project manager and
application owner if you are lucky enough to have such a capable resource on staff. If you use an
outside consultant, that person should instantly recognize the difference between the
organizational challenges presented by each of the previous organizational examples.
Experience and references remain your best tools in making your consultant decision.Warning:
One of the most common misjudgments people make during do-it-yourself deployments is to
underestimate the time it takes to fully learn and understand Microsoft’s PPM technology. If you
choose to take the proverbial plunge on your own, start small and seek training.Understanding
Technical RolesBecause a substantial number of PPM deployments occur in IT organizations,
the first consideration in understanding how to define the roles for your deployment project and
your production system for your organization is to understand where your deployment lives
relative to your technology organization. When you deploy within the technology organization,
chances are you will have an easier time getting the resources you need, although this certainly
is not always the case. Remember that if you are trying to manage a portfolio across an IT
organization as in the example given earlier in this module, and you do not have buy-in across
the entire director level, you might even face outright hostility toward your solution. This is much
more evident when a non-technology business unit drives the effort, making decisions in the
process that are contrary to IT recommendations or preferences.Your technical team size or the
number of technical resources you require is largely a function of the size of your IT organization.
The larger the technology organization is, the more specialized job descriptions become. Of
course, this is true of all organizations. Because you are deploying a solution that lives on one or
more servers, that uses multiple technologies, that you might expose through an extranet, and
that requires the normal care and feeding a software application demands in an enterprise
environment, you may need quite a few different resources from your technology organization. In
a very large organization, you may need the following roles on your technical team:· A
security team member to create application service accounts· A network administrator to
add DNS entries· A datacenter operations person to rack your servers and set up your
backups· A network person to connect your solution to the corporate backbone· A data
management person to provision SQL services· A desktop support team to deploy your
client-side applications· A help desk team to support your end-usersThe list can go on,
limited only by the degree of specialization in your organization. The only correct method to
understanding your technical team requirements is to map the solution to your organization’s
support structure.Confronting this right up front opens the door to more realistic expectations
from the system and the technical people designated to support it. When a business unit
introduces a PPM solution, it typically overestimates the level of support its technology
department will provide or underestimates the amount of application support that falls onto the
shoulders of business resources, and more specifically the subject matter experts within the
business unit. Most technology organizations stop short of providing subject matter expertise for
their supported applications and platforms. In other words, you can call your IT department to



get your system updated to the latest version of Word, but you cannot ask them how to format a
paragraph. A finance department, for instance, typically understands the functional application
of the company’s ERP system better than the technology organization. Unless your organization
has a help desk organization willing or mandated to support your PPM solution, you must plan
for and expect to provide this support for your organization.While your initial deployment may
require participation from many different resources in your technology organization, its daily care
should not require more than the normal service level that your technology group provides for
other applications running in your data center. This service-level-agreement (SLA) typically
consists of guaranteeing connectivity and server health as well as handling backups for disaster
recovery. Asking for more may not get you anywhere, and expecting more may damage your
opportunity for success if you fail to plan for application support.It is a good idea to consider
bringing in a Project Server 2013 specialist to do your software installation and initial
configuration while your in-house team learns to support it. For do-it-yourselfers, with a team that
has substantial experience with the Microsoft web technologies platform and SharePoint
technologies, and someone with the bandwidth to take on a learning curve, Microsoft provides a
lot of good documentation on their TechNet and MSDN websites. You can find a wealth of data
on Microsoft’s knowledgebase website and now through countless employee-authored
blogs.Rounding Out the TeamIn addition to your deployment project manager, your executive
sponsor, the people who provide Project Server skills (including your technical specialist and
analyst), your key management stakeholders and your IT stakeholders, your team might also
include any of the following:· Project Managers – You must always have your project
manager constituency amply represented on your team, because these people have the
heaviest burden in maintaining the system and its data. Even if you do not refer to this role as
“project manager” in your organization, I can simply generalize this to include all people
responsible for managing schedules in the system. While you may find ways around resource
non-compliance with system goals, if you are unable to get your schedulers to achieve a tracking
competency and discipline, your system is likely to flounder.· Team Members – Constituents
of the target work organizations are, perhaps, the most overlooked participants in PPM
deployments, but they are the people most affected by the PPM system decision and design
process, the people who do the work that the system is intended to manage. Including team
member resources in your entire implementation process often yields a better, more functional
system design and leads to resource buy-in during rollout.Best Practice: msProjectExperts
recommends that you include team members during the definition process to examine how the
system can serve their business needs. Achieving tracking compliance is easier when your
resources see a tangible benefit from their participation.· Finance SME – Finance is usually
a provider of information for your definition process. The more your PPM deployment seeks to
calculate, capture or present cost data, the more you need a finance stakeholder. Ask your
finance representative for help with determining what rates to load for your resources, what
financial system-related identifiers you should include in PPM metadata, and how to model other



cost data in the system. Sometimes finance is an active partner in the implementation, in which
case you will have a representative by virtue of natural stakeholder participation. In most other
cases, you will likely find your finance group very forthcoming if you ask for a resource, because
they feel that management rarely asks them to participate.· Human Resources SME – You
may not require an HR representative to show up for weekly core team meetings, unless, of
course, the deployment is for HR, but you are very likely to need facts about the resource hiring
process so that you can consume data from it, or inject data into it. Depending on how highly you
rate your resource pool management process, and to the degree that your organization stores
resource data exclusively in HR systems, you may need an HR representative as well as an IT
counterpart to provide HR systems expertise.· PPM Trainer – The person in this role is very
likely to be an outsourced contractor unless you are deploying for a very large organization with
a training department that makes a significant commitment to supporting Project Pro 2013 and
Project Server 2013.· Internal Mentors – Another typically overlooked role is that of peer
mentors for floor support. Your best candidates for this role are among the raving fans described
in the previous module. When you flip one of the verbal detractors into this role, you gain an
opportunity to manage your opposition. Use this technique cautiously.· Executives – It is
particularly important to have executive participation if you intend on deploying the portfolio
management capabilities in Project Server 2013. The only way a portfolio decision-making tool
makes any sense is with full support of the management team that uses it to govern their
decision-making process. Partial buy-in is not an option. To implement a successful portfolio
management practice you must capture all project demand through a controlled and unified
workflow. In order for this to happen, you must have a management commitment.The size and
makeup of your deployment team should support the scope, goals, and objectives that you
define for your deployment. There is simply no one right way to do it; what works for your
organization may not work for another.Managing the Discovery PhaseDuring the discovery
phase, you have three basic objectives:· Select and schedule your stakeholder interviews.·
Obtain documentation and synthesize the available information into your straw man
requirements document.· Determine your team’s current processes for documenting and
managing their projects.I always begin a deployment engagement by studying our client
organizations through their artifacts, such as current schedules and reports. The goal is to get
familiar with the organization enough to request access to stakeholders, and to provide a
skeletal or “straw man” requirements document version with enough correct and semi-correct
information to catalyze conversation. This is “homework” or “pre-work” for a good analyst and the
method I recommend that you apply to your deployment even if you are starting with inside
knowledge.Discovery Phase SummaryThe discovery phase includes each of the following
elements:· Suppliers – Management stakeholders from all areas of the organization included
in the deployment· Inputs – Existing project artifacts including schedules, plans, reports,
lists, PowerPoint presentations, and other transferable documentation· Process – Analyst
gathers existing documentation, uses it to populate preliminary data into the requirements



template, and modifies the template to meet organization specifics, while the project team
produces a high-level plan· Output – Straw man or starter-version requirements deliverable
and a high-level project plan· Consumers – Analyst receives data from stakeholders,
stakeholders receive deliverable output for reviewYour goal during discovery is to get your hands
on as much relevant information as possible. Making this more challenging is the fact that
people will tend to dismiss the relevance of useful information simply because they do not know
any better. To accomplish your objective, you need to play detective and ferret out project
reports and sample reports that reveal the organization’s process. Friendly persistence provides
your best advantage. Collect as much documentation as possible. Electronic submissions are
easier to work with, and therefore preferred, but do not ignore written documents if that is the
only way they are available.Secondary to your discovery work, but nonetheless essential, is the
initial planning that you should begin immediately. During the discovery phase, you produce a
high-level project plan to begin working toward a realistic timeline for your deployment. I am
careful to frame this as a “realistic timeline” because, in my experience, most people have
unrealistic expectations of the amount of work involved in implementing a PPM solution; they
therefore have unrealistic expectations of the time it will take.The two most important inputs on
your discovery list are:· The organization chart for the target organization and resource pool·
Samples of the schedules that contain the work you are planning to manageBy far, these are
the two most important inputs, because the possibilities and limitations that these two inputs
reveal largely determine everything else you do and the order in which you do it. In all cases, you
must work through a certain amount of requirements exercises, but as I pointed out earlier in this
module, the org chart, all by itself, can reveal your organization’s cultural proclivities and
challenges. Defining your organization’s workflow into cogent schedules can often prove to be
the most significant challenge for the internal team. Therefore, it is extremely important to get an
early grip on how much your organization needs to invest in schedule development. It is better to
recognize this investment rather than suffer a delay later on in the deployment process.Warning:
Allowing time for both schedule development and scheduling skills development can often
consume more resource time than the deployment team first realizes.Other Valuable Discovery
InputsOnce you procure the key documentation inputs mentioned above, you should focus on
obtaining additional documentation that reveals the organizations’ working metadata. You
examine these to uncover the proposed taxonomies you build for the straw man version of your
requirements document. The types of discovery documents that you should seek include, but
are not limited to, the following:1. Existing project plans in all formats currently used2.
Documents and reports that you create from project data including:3. Excel spreadsheets4.
Word documents5. PowerPoint slides6. Existing resource data in any existing formats7.
MS Project resource pools8. Spreadsheets9. Other lists (electronic)10. Resource
organization11. Resource reporting org charts12. Project reporting org charts13. Project
initiation14. Project costing15. Project spending16. Project accounting17. Project request18.
Project justification19. Project process documents including:20. Methodology guides and



documentation21. Project deliverable templates22. Standardized project documentation23.
Document management standards24. Risk assessment forms and methodology docs25.
Communications process and procedures26. Corp/Dept meeting standards27. Project
procurement forms and procedures28. Project outsourcing materials – vendor management29.
Progress reporting status reporting forms & schedules30. Quality program informationThe
preceding list provides you with ideas for the types of documents for which you should ask.
Depending on the type of business and specific industry you are working in, the nomenclature
may vary significantly. More is better. It is easier to recover from an overload of information than it
is to spark the requirements gathering process with a paucity of reference material.Discovery
Next StepsAs business analyst, the first activity for which you use the org chart as input is
identifying stakeholders for your requirements sessions. Selecting stakeholders can be a
daunting experience in itself, particularly if the subject organization is large, politically charged,
or both. You may need to consult with your core team and your executive sponsor in deciding
whom to invite to which work sessions and in what groups. Even if your selection process is
relatively easy, expect a larger challenge in scheduling your appointments. In our consulting
practice our clients typically express much more aggressive implementation goals than their
cultures support, mostly because they simply don’t know what to expect, and also because they
seriously overestimate the availability of resources to support the effort. This should come as no
surprise, as over-estimating resource availability is likely a problem your organization expects
your PPM implementation to solve. Once you determine which stakeholders you want to
interview, and you create your appointment schedule, you can create a detailed schedule for
your requirements phase, allowing time to author and cycle your deliverable through some
stakeholder feedback.Information: The requirements work sessions present an opportunity to
explore how people are “feeling” about their work. In a way, this provides some therapeutic value
for the participants and can provide some extraordinary insight for the analyst on how to meet
end-user needs. Realizing this value is best accomplished using a third-party facilitator, rather
than attempting it with in-house resources that may not be able to establish the resource trust or
comfort necessary to spark this type of honest conversation.Determining your Implementation
ArchetypeAfter gathering your discovery input, your job is to cull as much organizational and
process insight from your document collection as possible. One of the ways to apply your
discovery documents is to determine your implementation archetype, because you can
determine a range of likely design decisions based on the organization’s high-level system
archetype. Prior to Project Server 2013, the system focus was primarily on meeting the needs of
organizations in the process of formalizing and maturing project management processes. Now
that Project Server operates in an informal task-driven Project Site-centric mode, I identify three
major archetypes, the two formal management types with cost-center/profit-center alignment,
and the informal approach, which are organization-type neutral. That you can accommodate
both styles in the same system configuration makes the tapestry of hybridized possibilities
essentially endless.Best Practice: When you craft a hybrid solution, allow extra time for testing



and for developing user governance and for providing user governance and training.Formal PPM
Implementation archetypes come in two primary flavors that have a natural alignment to “cost
centers” and “profit centers” in the PPM deployment world. These unfortunate terms tend to
pigeonhole organizational types, where a more enlightened view places each of these
archetypes as member units of a value center. As such, we might also refer to these organization
types as producer or server organizations. Even though the terms “cost center” and “profit
center” are in many ways pejorative, they are nonetheless useful stereotypes for your
consideration.If you have not previously determined this fundamental leaning in your subject
business unit or organization, you should have enough information to reach this conclusion after
gathering your discovery documents. Understand that in defining archetypes or stereotypical
characteristics, we must also acknowledge that there are exceptions to all rules, just as there are
hybrid organizations that behave as both cost centers and profit centers, and there are specific
requirements that can drive an organization to adopt non-stereotypical behaviors. Further, your
implementation may cross these boundaries, although this is a less likely scenario. With all
appropriate disclaimers in play, the characteristics of cost-center and profit-center stereotypes
follow.Cost CentersA cost center organization is more likely to track time as part of its
implementation, suggesting that cost centers are the most likely candidates for effort-based
planning and effort-based tracking. Because management often casts cost center organizations
in the “necessary evil” role, they struggle for budget and resources. Effort tracking is particularly
attractive to cost center organizations, because it helps them justify head count and budget, and
helps them fine-tune operations. Effort-based planning and tracking provides the most granular
approach to cycling schedule data, and therefore provides the best feedback for process tuning.
Typical examples of cost center organizations include most technology groups in most
organizations, groups such as facilities maintenance, most human resource organizations,
business services groups and other parts of the organization that are typically not viewed as
directly connected to the company’s primary value chain. The economic driver for cost center
organizations is “cost to produce.” Cost center organizations are under constant pressure to
reduce costs and improve efficiencies.Profit CentersProfit center organizations are those that
overlay the primary value chain. In a company that produces products, profit center participants
may cover everyone involved in producing the company’s products including, product
management, design and innovation groups, engineering, field engineering, marketing and
sales. Because “time-to-market” economic pressure most often drives the departments in
organizations that bring new products to market, cost-to-produce considerations are less
pressing for them. When a company relies on a product in its sales plan, it often faces more
financial risk by being late to the market than by overrunning production budgets. The potential
losses from production overruns are quantifiable and finite, while the potential losses related to a
late market introduction are irrecoverable. The market waits for no one. Profit center
organizations are under constant pressure to get more product or services to the market faster
and faster.Profit center organizations are less likely to care about tracking effort. In many cases,



schedule transparency is the ultimate goal. The answer to the question, “Where are we in the
process?” is often more important than the answer to the question, “How are we performing on
budget?” For the typical profit center organization tracking duration, as well as actual start and
finish, provides the right amount of feedback for the organization.Hybrids, Exceptions and
ChallengesProfessional services and service organizations, in general, tend toward more
hybridization in their requirements. Any professional service business with a model that charges
time and materials has an obvious need to track effort, but professional services organizations
may or may not desire to drive their schedules using time. A major challenge that you will likely
face in deploying a PPM solution to most professional service organizations and other
organizations that already have a time tracking requirement is that they already have a time
tracking system. When you introduce a project management system, you typically introduce a
new level of granularity to the tracking detail. This creates an instant disconnect between the
time detail you now collect and the time data you need to drive assignment and task tracking in
your PPM system. Very few corporate timekeeping systems ever contemplated the level of detail
that a work management system like Project Server 2013 can handle. This includes all of the
well-known ERP systems that include so-called project management modules.Most commercial
timekeeping systems do not have the flexibility to track at the detail level possible with
timesheets in Project Server 2013. If your subject organization has an existing timekeeping
system, one of your team’s first challenges, then, is to reconcile your assignment tracking
requirements with the capabilities and the replaceability of your existing timekeeping system.
Most often, replacing the existing system is not an option, leaving you with limited choices. You
will not boost your popularity or your chances for success by suggesting that your resources
enter time into two systems; we have seen this done, but I do not recommend it. Therefore, you
are more likely not to use effort-based tracking in your PPM system when it means that you have
to reconcile with an existing timekeeping system, regardless of whether this approach is the best
long-term choice.When you run across deeply embedded timekeeping solutions, the ideal
solution is to modify or have modified the existing timekeeping system to accommodate the
granularity requirements of PPM. The next best option is to replace it with an application that
already integrates with your PPM solution. There are a number of these available from
independent Microsoft solution providers. The option most companies select is to accept the
tracking disconnect, continuing to collect hours at a charge code level and opting to track
duration. In these cases, you must rely upon duration variances and conversations with
resources to lead you to logical conclusions about what caused a work variance when it
occurs.Best Practice: msProjectExperts recommends that you establish your PPM solution’s
viability through a pilot before contemplating the replacement of existing timekeeping systems.
This should always be phase-next work.Early versions of Project Server did not support
separating time collection from assignment progress. In other words, once you turned in time
collection by hours or by days worked, the system forced you to use that same data to drive your
schedules. In fact, a workaround to implement this construct using previous Project Server



versions required you to create a detailed tracking plan and a separate timekeeping plan. Project
Server 2013 gives you the ability to track time using one methodology and track assignment
progress using another. Of course, it also allows you to use the data you enter in the timesheet
for both purposes. This plays well with the concept that you can keep your current timekeeping
system and use simple assignment tracking in Project Web App to update your schedules. The
negative is that you do not provide your users with one-stop shopping. Ultimately, any
organization that charges back another part of the company for all or part of its work, particularly
for part of its total work, is most likely to want to implement effort-based planning and tracking
regardless of its cost center/profit center status. This is particularly true if no prior timekeeping
system is in place. Typical manifestations of chargeback situations include regional organization
charge-backs to headquarters, a commercial entity component of company charge-backs to its
foreign parent, charge-backs between sister operating companies related by ownership, and the
like. Wherever companies use effort to justify FTE allowances and charge-backs between
entities, your initial conclusion should be that your situation likely calls for effort-based planning
and tracking.Organizations that do not have critical cost justification pressures, do not have
charge-back requirements or other get-paid motivators, are neither likely to want to implement
effort-based tracking, nor likely to sustain such efforts. Professional services organizations that
are highly productized, and work exclusively with fixed-price engagements, are not likely to want
to engage in time tracking. Frankly, most businesses that do not currently track time are rarely
motivated to implement timekeeping for project tracking alone, unless the organization is
significantly mature in its management practice and this is part of the organization’s natural
progress to maturity.Building Your Straw Man RequirementsNow that I gave you some direction
to help you determine your organizational archetype and you’ve gathered a healthy portion of
discovery input from your subject organization, it’s time to get what you know, and what you think
you might know, onto paper. Because the goal in building a straw man document is to help drive
the requirements sessions, it is acceptable to be substantially more speculative than you might
otherwise be in preparing the typical business document. Consider that your stakeholders will
have stronger reactions to, and more to say about, incorrect or partially incorrect information in
your document than they are likely to have to correct information. It is rather easy to read and
accept correct data, although it is very difficult to ignore blatant mistakes. In this early part of the
deployment cycle, seeding the document with “best guesses” drives conversation further than
does a blank page. Apply this technique whenever you can construct something reasonable
through speculation, rather than providing no starting point at all.When you begin your
requirements document from scratch, you have the tedious job of determining a structure for
your deliverable and determining what the likely contents and subject matter should be. This is a
slow process when you start with a blank page. If you regularly work on PPM deployments, you
probably have a template to work from that you created during your previous work. If this is your
first time working on a deployment, or you are leading a do-it-yourself effort, you do not have the
advantage of using a template, except for the fact that you made the wise choice to purchase



this book, since it includes a template.Introducing the Requirements and Definition TemplateIn
our consulting practice, we take an integrated approach to our system documentation. We prefer
to update and evolve a single-source deliverable that begins its life as a straw man, develops
into full-blown requirements, then gets layered with configuration specifications and finally
completed with as-built system information. This keeps the reason with the rhyme in a one-stop
reference. We recommend that you consider adopting this standard unless you anticipate
producing document deliverables that are so large as to not be practical as an aggregate
document. An implementation large enough to require separating these deliverables is
rare.Warning: Using a starter template does not improve or increase your ability to understand
various aspects of PPM and the Microsoft solution, but it may give some end-users a false
sense of confidence. Remember that none of us knows what we do not know!At the insistence of
some clients, I have had occasion to provide a sample of our template in advance of
requirements work sessions. Every time I have done this, the client has invariably returned the
document to me “so-called completed” prior to our first requirements work session with a
declaration that the requirements are done and we are ready for our next step. Of course, most
of the template entries end up as “N/A” or some other form of not applicable. How can you
possibly do the requirements for a PPM deployment until you have done one? Even if you do
stumble through it, how do you do it well? The problem is that you do not know what is possible
and plausible until you have some experience with both the technology and the practice. Going
at this without experience is likely to result in many missed opportunities and some bad
decisions along the way. You can succeed if you persevere and give yourself the learning
time.You can find the Starter Requirements and Configuration Template.docx in the download
package for this book. For those of you who are familiar with Project Server history, our template
for this book is very much inspired by the approach taken in the Enterprise Implementation
Framework (EIF), although our tool is much simpler (just a boring Word document) and now very
much more accessible. Understand that the value of the template is first to help you remember
everything you need to cover and secondly to organize the information into a useful structure.
You should change and improve it to meet your personal preferences as you complete additional
deployments. Most importantly, understand that the template does not contain a silver bullet
solution to your deployment woes, and it will not cover every deployment scenario. The template
may make your life easier, but it does not do the work for you!Information: It may help you to print
a copy of the template to refer to while reading the topics, which follow in this module.To keep
things simple, the template contains seven primary sections that you work mostly in the order
that they occur. Although the template generally integrates requirements, design and
specification information throughout, you mostly complete the first section, Core Requirements,
before you complete much of the System Design information, and you complete the last two
sections as you build your solution. Naturally, any of your requirements can be subject to change
before, during, and after you build your system. The primary template sections are:· Core
Requirements· Portfolio Organization· Project Organization· Task Organization·



Resource Organization· System Design Information· Application Server Information·
Security InformationApplying the Template to the Straw ManBecause I cover the specifics of
each template section in the requirements-gathering topics later in this module, I do not directly
cover them in this section. Inasmuch as constructing your straw man is a “light” version of your
requirements documentation; you should read the balance of this module and the topics on
requirements gathering and documentation before building your first document version from the
template. The same strategies and techniques for modeling your requirements and configuration
documentation apply to your straw man, because it is nothing more than a pre-version of your
actual deliverable.Summarizing the Discovery PhaseDuring the discovery phase, you complete
the following deliverables and planning activities:· Identify and enroll your deployment team.·
Identify your stakeholders.· Create a high-level project schedule and plan for your
deployment.· Garner a good understanding of your organization’s particular cultural
challenges and a plan to market your solution to overcome cultural and organizational
objections.· Produce a straw man requirements document.Managing the Definition
PhaseDuring the definition phase, the quality of your requirements gathering work is a crucial
determining factor in your ultimate success. Those of you familiar with the 1-10-100 rule
understand that for each hour you invest in getting requirements correctly identified up front will
likely save you 10 hours of effort in building your system and as many as 100 hours supporting it.
Also referred to as “envisioning,” effective requirements gathering focuses your deployment on
organizational needs rather than technology bells and whistles. More importantly, it provides you
with an avenue to gaining buy-in.Definition Phase SummaryThe definition phase includes each
of the following elements:· Suppliers – Stakeholders from all areas of the organization
included in the deployment· Inputs – Existing project artifacts including schedules, plans,
reports, lists, PowerPoint presentations, and other transferable documentation that you did not
capture during discovery, as well as your straw man document· Process – Discussions
between the analyst and stakeholder groups and project team members to validate the known
requirements and determine the full set of organizational needs· Output – A completed
requirements deliverable, a detailed project plan, schedule and adoption strategies·
Consumers – Business stakeholders and deployment resourcesYour primary goal during the
definition phase is to capture your system requirements and organizational requirements. Simply
put, system requirements are your stakeholders’ wants, needs, and results expectations, while
your organizational requirements specify the commitments that the organization must make to
achieve the system requirements. All too often, people overlook the latter requirement type.
During the definition phase, you also develop your deployment strategies and tactics to bridge
the gaps between your current organizational state and your organizational requirements.For
example, you identify a fundamental system requirement to manage very complex projects; one
of the organizational requirements this system invokes is a well-developed scheduling
competency including an in-depth understanding of Project’s scheduling engine and its
programming bias. Undoubtedly, you must define a strategy to acquire, introduce, or improve



scheduling skills in your organization and then define tactics such as training and recruiting to
realize your strategy. You can bet that this example applies to your deployment to some extent.
That is why the PPM requirements and specifications deliverables I prepare always contain an
organizational training requirement and I reserve an area for this requirement in the
template.Core RequirementsThe first statement that I try to construct in this section is meant to
capture the raison d’être for deploying the system. At the highest level possible, provide the
answer to the question, “What is the number one problem that this system is expected to solve?”
Typically you end up with a statement like, “The system must provide scheduling transparency
across the engineering organization,” or “The system must provide demand and capacity
management for human resources across the IT portfolio of projects.” Your project sponsor and
key stakeholders must provide this vision focus. Some stakeholder groups can state this with
great clarity, while others need your help to focus their thoughts.Given that Project Server 2013
has vastly expanded capabilities that you may not want to implement, or for practical reasons
are unable to implement, you must immediately decide what your goal is. For instance, not every
deployment of Project Server is likely to include the portfolio decision-making tools in its scope.
Many organizations deploy Project Server to manage a single process such as product launch.
A deployment of this type is unlikely to require much in the way of Enterprise Project Type
configuration and few unique workflows, if any.Ultimately, your challenge is staying true to your
primary objective. Along the way, you will encounter many detailed requirements that serve
specific constituencies. As a good analyst, you must record these, whether or not you believe
the system can or should include them. This type of information can be very useful to the
deployment team later on when considering human needs and system adoption motivators.
Eventually, you must classify all of these requirements as “must–haves” and “nice-to-haves.” By
determining a primary objective, you can quickly perform prioritization according to how well
each requirement aligns with it.In this section, you also capture any other business challenges
that your PPM initiative is intended to solve and capture the business rules that apply to each
challenge. If your deployment has many unique and custom requirements, this section of your
deliverable may grow quite large. If your requirements are less specialized or custom, you may
find very little material for this section. You must address three subsections to core requirements,
including:· Process Improvement Requirements and Goals – What you require from the tool
usually, in turn, places demands on the organization. It is very important to note the
organizational improvements and management commitments that the organization must make
to its process and competencies to achieve success with the platform. The organization must
meet these requirements to use the tool effectively. Including this in your document creates a
contract with your stakeholders when they sign off on the requirements.· Deployment Scope
– This refers to defining the user group(s) to whom you will deploy the solution. This requirement
statement could be as simple as “IT application development group” or as complex as “All of
engineering covering two functional departments and five regional organizations across North
America.”· Project Definition – This statement should fully describe the nature of the



schedules intended to become system content. Once again, this could be a statement indicating
a simple homogeneous portfolio of IT development projects or a very broad declaration of a
heterogeneous portfolio such as “The entire end-to-end process for bringing new whacky
widgets to market.”Understanding the three preceding core requirements is the key criterion for
scaling your hardware and for constructing your rollout plans and strategies. Very often,
achieving the process improvements and management commitments requires a greater effort
and duration than simply building the system.Defining the Portfolio OrganizationThe portfolio
organization section contains both requirements and design information. Notice that this section
contains a table in the main section followed by a number of sections containing either tables or
blank space. This section captures high-level information required to implement lifecycle
management, demand management, and portfolio decision-making tools for the organization.·
Portfolio key field definitions· Departments· Project types· Workflows· Business
driversThe table in the first section contains primarily requirements information along with some
design information. In fact, all the sections that follow contain mostly or only design information.
You should not expect to address all of these during your requirements pass-through of the
document. You certainly should capture design-specific information in your document if it
becomes available to you during the define phase, but you should try to focus on requirements
as much as possible. Frankly, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish requirements from design
information when working with Customizable-off-the-Shelf-Software (COTSS) products,
because so much is tool-specific and you must live within the boundaries the COTSS
developers set for you.Notice the Implement Portfolio Decision Making item in the template that
the first row of the Portfolio Organization table contains a question mark followed by “(Y/N)”
indicating that this is a Boolean value field. Throughout the document, answering yes to any of
these template questions obligates you to describe the requirement further. For instance, if you
answered yes to the “Project work spans multiple locations” question, in the adjacent cell you
should describe how; do not simply enter the character “Y.” Simply entering “Y” does not give you
enough information to design your system architecture or the metadata you need to meet the
requirement. You need to know how many locations, where they are, how many resources work
at each location, what type of work takes place at each location, to name just a few valuable
details.One of the main objectives of this section is to determine first whether you will implement
portfolio analyses features, and then capture enough information to determine the scope of that
effort. The questions in the grid help you determine whether you implement the portfolio
analyses features, and then whether you implement one level of analysis for a single enterprise
or department, or whether your goal is to provide the decision-making support to multiple
departments.The Portfolio Key Fields section is a design specification that captures special
custom fields specific to enabling portfolio analyses functionality in Project Server 2013. These
are, essentially, the fields that you will likely control within a workflow envelope, although the
workflow requirement is not necessary. You must define at least one custom enterprise project
cost field in order to perform cost constraint analysis, and you must define at least one



enterprise custom resource field to identify resource roles in order to perform resource
constraint analysis. If you deploy decision-making tools to multiple departments, you may need
to create different fields for unique process requirements for each department.For each
department that you intend to implement portfolio analyses capabilities, you undertake an
exercise in standardization. To use the decision-making tools effectively, you must have all of the
proposed projects available for the analysis. To do this, your management organization must
make a commitment to capturing all demands in a standardized way. To enable this at the
system-level, Project Server 2013 provides department filtering capabilities that allow you to
segregate data by audience as a way of formally declaring project types for those audiences.
You must identify and classify the type of projects for which you want to capture demand and
determine their custom field requirements, workflow requirements, and template requirements
for both schedules and Project Sites.Defining business drivers is an exercise you must conduct
with the C-Level executives in your company that engage in portfolio decision making. An
effective approach to this is to meet with each member of the executive team individually to
define and prioritize business drivers. After working with each individual member of the
executive team, you gather the team together to reach a consensus using the individual
responses as inputs for this exercise. If you are deploying portfolio management for less than the
entire organization, a single department for instance, then your team may consist of a
department head and the senior managers in that department.Defining the Project
OrganizationThe project organization template section contains both requirements and design
information. Notice that this section contains a table in the main section followed by a number of
sections containing either tables or blank space.· Project tracking methods and options·
Custom project filters· Custom project tables· Custom project groupings· Custom
project views· Custom project toolbars· Custom project modules· Custom project
maps· Custom project reports· Project templates· Library customizations· Issues
customizations· Risks customizations· PWA menu customizations· Custom PWA
Gantt chart formats· Custom PWA grouping formats· Project Web App viewsThe tables
in the first two sections contain primarily requirements information along with some design
information. In fact, all the sections that follow contain mostly or only design information. You
should not expect to address all of these during your requirements pass-through of the
document. You certainly should capture design-specific information in your document if it
becomes available to you during the define phase, but you should try to focus on requirements
as much as possible.Are you surprised that the first row in the table is for System Archetype? I
put it right up front because, as you now know, you can predict a lot about your system
requirements and configuration based on its archetype. Do your best to determine the content
values for all of the line items in the two tables, knowing that you can revise these with your
stakeholders as they learn more about the system and that some of the answers may not be
clear early in the process.Many of the rows in the first section seek to address users, projects,
and resources by quantity. You use these measures, along with the facts captured in the table, to



determine your platform capacity requirements and configuration. The last seven rows generally
lead you to defining custom enterprise project fields. Answering yes to these requirements
means that you must produce a corresponding taxonomy, defined as a flat or hierarchical lookup
table used to classify your projects. If you are able to capture this information when you first
encounter it, you may want to jump to the Custom Fields topic in the System Design Information
section to record the specifics. You learn more about custom enterprise fields and their
importance to your configuration in Module 07, Creating System Metadata and
Calendars.Information: Keep in mind as you work with the template that you may need to jump
around the document quite a bit if you are attempting to populate it during your requirements
work sessions and interviews. msProjectExperts recommends that you consider a good
paperless note taking system such as Microsoft Office OneNote to support your requirements
efforts. This gives you free-style note taking capacity, and the notes you capture are easy to
transfer to the deliverable document.For all implementations, much of your quest during the
define phase is determining the custom attribution metadata for your system, as this is essential
to drive your business-specific reporting and analysis. This is particularly important at the project
level, because your attribution largely determines the applicability of your system. Here your goal
is to determine the classification of your projects. For instance, an IT organization might want to
sort and roll-up data about projects by the system or type of system that they support, in which
case you define the attribution as system and then capture the values for “system” according to
evidence and stakeholder input. An IT organization for a retailer might create a system hierarchy
as shown in the simplified example inFigure 3 - 4.This classification construct applied as a
portfolio attribute allows you to roll-up information through the hierarchy. If you applied a
grouping in a Project Server view using this attribute, you would see such things as the planned
and actual work effort as well as work variance at each node in the lookup table. Likewise, you
can view costs and cost variance along these dimensions as well. Finding the key project
attributes through your requirements activity is your most important
job.StorePOSInventorySignsFinanceERPPayrollEDIAccounts PayableHuman ResourcesHR
ManagementSkills ManagementLogisticsFreight RoutingFreight
ClaimsProductivityDesktopOtherFigure 3 - 4: Project Attribute for SystemInformation: Module
07, Creating System Metadata and Calendars, contains in-depth coverage of custom fields and
lookup tables. It may help you to review this module to learn what is possible in the system.Of all
the remaining topical areas in the project organization section, you should attempt to populate
the project templates table during the define phase. Very often, the project templates you
identify do not exist, or if they do exist, their creators are likely to tell you that they “need work.”
The list you identify here may very well become your critical path to launching your system. This
is particularly true if you are introducing formal scheduling for the first time. If you have
complicated schedules and little prior experience developing schedules, the effort required to
develop these may be significant and the “way there” may necessarily involve stakeholders who
slow down the process.The remaining topic areas generally address customizations that you



determine during design, so I save discussion of these specifics for the design phase discussion
in the next section. These custom elements may be in response to core or reporting
requirements identified elsewhere in the document.Defining the Task OrganizationDefining the
task organization is typically the lighter side of requirements gathering for most organizations.
Where task requirements tend to get deep is for organizations that are tracking effort and want to
classify it in numerous or complex ways when it comes to reporting and analysis. Although job
number is a typical Project-level attribute, as most organizations will track one unique line item in
their financial systems for each project, some organizations have tracking requirements or job
codes that you can apply only at the task level. When an organization applies job codes at the
task level, you need to apply the attribute at the task level.Some organizations may classify and
capture work by a charge code that differentiates between task base budget and contract line
item accounts. Others want to differentiate between capital and expense. Again, these scenarios
call for an attribute at the task level. Breaking down your organization’s preference to see its
work organized by a silo in the overall plan often involves the promise of providing a project view
of the data by this criterion. When you must provide your constituency with project views by
department, you might simply add a department attribute at the task level to provide for easy
grouping and filtering of task data.Defining the Resource OrganizationDefining your resource
organization and maintaining the attribution in your resource pool is extremely important for
implementations with large resource pools. Good resource attribution also provides an
opportunity to roll-up information in analysis and reports, much the way it does at the project
level. If resource demand and capacity management is one of your system goals, then resource
attribution is essential. Not only will your resource managers want to see capacity and demand
by skill set or role type, they’ll want to be able to evaluate this information by department and
along other dimensions as well.The built-in security groups in Project Server 2013 can help you
narrow the field when selecting resources for your project, but they are rarely enough to help you
determine which resource is best for the job. You accomplish this by defining your resources with
more granular attribution. This provides the ability, once again, to roll-up information along the
classification attributes you create. For instance, defining a skill set attribute for your IT
department deployment might look something like the abbreviated example in Figure 3 - 5.The
hierarchical construct shown in the example allows managers in the system to view work and
availability numbers for each first node roll-up and at the subordinate level. In other words, you
can see how much total capacity you have in the database group, as well as individual capacity,
demand and costs at the data modeler, DBA, and data steward level as
well.NetworkEngineerPlannerApplications DevelopmentDot Net DeveloperSQL
DeveloperLegacy DeveloperDatabaseData ModelerDBAData StewardSupportHelp DeskFloor
SupportFigure 3 - 5: Skill attribute snippetMore important than the dimensional roll-up that this
attribute provides in views and the OLAP cube, Project Server 2013 can use this field to help
your project and resource managers match people to tasks. Project Server 2013 provides this
ability through a construct called generic resources that you create and attribute to represent



resource types as defined by your skill code. By applying the same attribute to the human
resources, you give the system the information it needs to match generic resources you initially
use to model your plan to a human resource in your pool that has both the skills and the
availability that best suits your need. This is one of the very powerful benefits of building a PPM
system.Project Server 2013 adds additional potential complexity to the resource attribution
challenge, as these requirements may vary widely between departments performing very
different roles in the organization. Further, the system allows you to look at capacity by many
dimensions in the OLAP cubes, and allows you to use a completely different construct when you
use portfolio analyses tools. Project managers and resource managers are likely to want a more
robust explosion of roles for detailed planning than is practical to use at the portfolio level. Then
again, you may find that everyone is happy with a single approach in your organization. The
point is that the system is flexible enough to accommodate multiple scenarios for analytics, and
you must be prepared to design for these scenarios.Defining Working Times and
CalendarsDoes everyone in your resource pool work the same set of standard hours, or does
your organization provide for flexible scheduling? Working calendar information is an absolute
requirement to accurate scheduling. In order for Project Server to schedule the work correctly in
your projects, it must know what calendars govern resource and project work. Does all work
happen during standard working times, or does your organization have additional shifts? Do you
have a need for scheduling work that can occur only during non-standard work times, such as
maintenance work that must occur over a weekend? You must ask yourself and your
stakeholders these types of questions in defining the working times and determining the
calendars for your PPM implementation.Project Server 2013 uses calendars to determine task
and assignment scheduling. When you first construct a schedule without adding resources,
Project Server 2013 uses the standard calendar to determine when tasks can occur after
considering all of the other task elements you build into your plan, such as task type or any
duration you may specify. However, Project Server 2013 cannot calculate duration for you based
on work until you apply a resource to the task, creating an assignment. Until you apply a
resource assignment, any work you specify for a task is simply a notation. When you apply
resources to a task, the system uses the work value you set for each resource to calculate the
duration. In calculating duration, the system applies the project base calendar, the resource
calendar, and a task calendar if you specify one. The system schedules each resource to work
only during resource working times. For instance, you might schedule a task to occur the
Tuesday through Friday after Labor Day, but when you apply the resource whose calendar
contains vacation days the rest of that week, the assignment moves to the following week
accordingly. You do not need to create calendars for each resource, as the system creates them
for you when you add resources to the pool. However, you must enter the calendar exceptions
for resources in order for the scheduling engine to do its work correctly. During the definition
phase you should determine where this information is available in your organization and how, or
most appropriately, who will be tasked with the job of maintaining it.Warning: Maintaining the



enterprise resource pool is generally a “hot potato” issue before, during, and after your system
build. If you do not determine a method for updating calendar exception information in your
resource pool, it will damage your system’s perception as it renders scheduling results useless
or inaccurate.If your organization maintains time-away-from-work data in codified systems, then
it is a very valid decision to explore automating the data from the foreign system into Project
Server 2013. HR system integration for resource information, time-away-from-work data,
departmental membership, and other resource attributes can be a significant enhancement to
your system, as well as a significant labor saver. Otherwise, you face a tough decision of making
this the responsibility of a designated person or the work of many by distributing it, perhaps, to
all line managers. Although the distribution of this work seems logical, you should do this
knowing that you must train your line managers and give them the tools to do it. If you choose
this route, make sure to note this in your training requirements.Defining Company HolidaysOne
could aptly say that this is a no-brainer, but you must gather your company holidays and enter
them in the standard working calendar for your organization. You probably have this information
on your Outlook calendar or easily available to you on the company Intranet. Consider this a rote
step, but it is important information that you must have at your fingertips when you start to build
your system.Defining Security RequirementsBecause security always ties to users and user
classes, you tackle your security requirements while you define your resource organization. You
must determine each resource’s role in the system, and for each role you must define your data
access requirements and limitations. In most organizations, a person’s role largely determines
what he or she can access in the system. Project Server 2013 has some built-in role
classifications called security groups. These consist of portfolio managers, portfolio readers,
project managers, resource managers, team leads, and team members. These groups map to
specific permissions in the system. As you might imagine, by default a portfolio reader has
access to almost all system data, while team members have much more limiting default
permissions.At this point, you use plain language terms to express what data the members of
each standard system group can see and what functions they can perform on the data set.
Ultimately, you must map these to standard groups and/or create your own groups or modify the
existing ones. The system contains a special built-in custom resource attribute called the RBS,
which stands for Resource Breakdown Structure. The RBS more or less reflects the org chart for
the organization, but can be either much flatter in structure than the actual org chart or nearly as
detailed. This depends solely on how you intend to use it. It is a built-in custom field because it
plays a special role in crafting and applying security in the system. It is a “custom” field because
you must provide its contents. The RBS establishes relationships between resources, defining
subordination in the pool that you can leverage in designing your security matrix. You can use
the reports-to relationships it defines to apply security rules, such as whether resource
managers can see all data for resources they manage, or only for their direct reports. The RBS
indicates these relationships in the system. To learn more about the RBS field, see topical
section Modifying the RBS Lookup Table in Module 07.Defining Training RequirementsIn



completing your resource organization requirements, you must determine your training
requirements. It is patently unfair to throw this tool on user desktops, even if it is only the web
portion, and expect people to know how to use it. Expect to train all system users. You may be
able to handle training your resources how to use the web interface to update their tasks and
collaborate with other project team members as an in-house activity performed by your project
managers and system mentors, but your project managers and system mentors will likely require
two to four days of professional training to properly learn the system. Most people think they
know more about using Project than they actually do. Therefore, you can expect some
contention around defining these requirements. Naturally, people who think they know it all are
rarely up for training. The question is rarely whether your PMs know how to use Project Server
2013 (as they generally do not); but you can expect quite a bit of arguing over how well they
know how to use the Project client.Best Practice: msProjectExperts recommends that you use a
litmus test for determining whether your project managers need additional training on the Project
client application. Ask them, “Do you get frustrated by what Microsoft Project does to your
dates?” Follow up with the question, “Do you manually type dates into your project schedule?” A
"yes" answer to either of these questions is a strong indication that the project manager has a lot
to gain from basic tool training.Gaining consensus on training for your organization can be very
contentious, not only because people assume they already have the necessary skills, but also
because people have a lot of work on their plates and the training interruption becomes another
reason not to like the system. You may also get a lot of resistance from managers who do not
want to lose their workers for an hour, let alone days. Because you have little hope of succeeding
without training, your solution-selling effort should frame the training as “career enhancing” to
steer the focus to possible personal and organizational gains rather than on the time it takes to
accomplish. Proper training is an important investment for success that you should not overlook.
To address this need, msProjectExperts created self-paced computer-based training for our
customers.The balance of the Requirements and Configuration template contains system
design information that you can certainly capture and record during your requirements efforts, so
it helps to be familiar with them. However, l cover these as part of the design phase where they
are more in context with the work.Determining System NotificationsHere your challenge is to
determine whether the system natively supports what your organization wants in the way of
notifications, or whether your notification requirements demand custom programming. During
requirements gathering, consider this a wish list. Notice that the template contains two areas for
notifications, one for each of the two Project Server instances that we recommend you
create.Managing the Design PhaseDuring the design phase, you flesh-out the specific system
configurations that you use to build your system. Through this process, you must complete your
taxonomy designs for your system metadata. To perform this function well, you must have in-
depth knowledge of Project Server 2013 system features and design.The design phase
progresses rather quickly until you stumble over an unclear or missed requirement and you do
not have the information you need to complete the design. The quickness of this effort is largely



because you no longer have to work each topic with stakeholders. Going back to the well slows
you down.Best Practice: msProjectExperts recommends the design phase as the perfect time to
launch your training activities, particularly basic tool training for project managers. Because it is
a good idea to allow a little “sink-in” time between basic tool training and enterprise tool training,
running your basic tool training concurrent with your system design and build activities is almost
always ideal. You realize another benefit from this strategy if your base templates and ongoing
project schedules need work, as they usually do. Project managers can apply their new skills to
getting these ready for prime time in your new system. Training concurrently while you build
speeds up your launch. It is good to use the tool soon after training while the information is fresh
in the student’s mind.Design Phase SummaryThe design phase includes each of the following
elements:· Suppliers – The deployment team and stakeholders when necessary· Inputs
– The requirements version of your deliverable and knowledge for system design and
capabilities· Process –A configuration specification designed by the analyst for the Project
Server system· Output – A completed requirements and configuration deliverable, an
updated project plan, training schedule, deployment schedule, and adoption strategies·
Consumers – Business stakeholders and deployment resourcesDuring the design phase, you
transition all of the raw input you captured in your requirements version and convert it to near-
final specifications. Note that I always assume that some things will change during the design
process, and you likely will make changes during the pilot phase.Best Practice:
msProjectExperts recommends that you always capture changes in the document so that you
have an up-to-date as-built system record. This is important information for those who will
maintain the system after your promotion to Vice President!Determining PPM Design
InformationAs you design your PPM solution, the template helps make things easier for you by
providing a space for almost everything that maps back to the system configuration. Therefore, it
serves as both a placeholder and a reminder to do the design work. To facilitate this process you
make your third pass through the document. The first time you filled in information from
discovery; during the second pass, you detailed the requirements with your stakeholders; now
you must fill in the configuration information that maps to your requirements.While I made
mention of this before, it is important to note there are two primary elements of Project Server
2013 that you will design. The first is Project Server 2013 itself, which takes the form of PWA.
The other element is the SharePoint collaboration workspace. As you can see in Figure 3 - 6,
you tailor PWA to add specialized views to display the portfolio, projects, and resources. You
tailor or customize the SharePoint workspace (herein referred to as “workspace”) to enable your
teams to productively manage the deliverables, documents, issues, and risks on a project.Figure
3 - 6: Primary design elements for Project Server 2013Returning to the core requirements
section, you now focus on the items that you did not specifically capture during the requirements
pass. These items likely include all or most of the following:· Project Tracking Methods and
Options – Here you describe the tracking method or methods allowable in the system, such as
tracking by effort or percent of completion. If you plan to use timesheets in Project Server 2013,



you record the detail options here. The options for configuring timesheets in Project Server 2013
are complex. Notice that you also capture certain financial elements in this section, such as
system currency support for costing and fiscal year settings. If you do not plan to use
timesheets, this section contains many rows of data that you can ignore.· Custom Project
Filters – In this section, you list and describe the new filters you must provide to your users to
support their work with Project views in Project Pro 2013. The system includes numerous
predefined filters, however none of them contains enterprise custom fields, so you must create
or modify existing filters if you intend to filter on this data. Although you create these filters in the
Project client, Project Server 2013 allows you to distribute these quickly and easily to your
project managers through the enterprise environment. You use project filters to create new views
or when working with existing views in Project Pro 2013.· Custom Project Tables – This is
where you specify the custom data tables you must create to support the views you intend to
provide for your Project Pro 2013 users. Tables contain the data columns that display in Project
views. As with filters, Project Pro 2013 ships with numerous data tables, but your use of
enterprise fields may drive the need for you to create new tables.· Custom Project Groups –
In this section, you specify the groupings you must define to support the views you intend to
provide for your Project client users. Once again, Project Pro 2013 ships with numerous
predefined groups, but none of them include enterprise custom fields.· Custom Project
Views – Here you list the views and the data fields the views must contain to meet your project
manager’s requirements. You may have noticed that views contain filters, tables and groupings,
or at least the most interesting and useful views most often do. Creating well-thought-out Project
Pro 2013 views is a critical factor for success in leveraging the power of enterprise custom fields.
When you add task level attribution, for example, you must think about what view creation or
modifications support the use of that data. You will certainly need to create new views for your
enterprise users. In addition to listing the basic view information in the table area in the template,
you may want to include an appendix item for the view and, eventually, a screenshot of the as-
built view.· Custom Project Modules – Like other Microsoft Office applications, Project Pro
2013 supports Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). You can create code modules to execute
useful functions that can relieve your team from tedious manual tasks. List your code modules
here with a description, but you may want to add an appendix to the document to specify
additional detail such as the code requirements and specifications, particularly if these are
complex.· Custom Project Maps – Project Pro 2013 uses data maps to exchange information
with other applications, such as Access, Outlook and other ODDBC compliant databases and
applications. If you identify requirements that call for moving data between applications, specify
your maps in this section.· Custom Project Reports – In this section, specify the report
customizations that map to your requirements. You may or may not be able to meet all of your
requirements using the reporting capabilities built into Project Pro 2013 or Project Server 2013.
Here you should specify modifications you want to make to built-in reports as well as specify
reports that are better suited to SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS), which is similar to the



better-known application Crystal Reports. In addition to listing the basic report information in the
table area in the template, you may want to include an appendix item for the report and,
eventually, a screenshot of the as-built report.· Project Templates – Project Server 2013
provides a means to standardize your projects through enterprise project templates. Enterprise
project templates are perhaps the most important method of standardization in your system.
More than any other object in this bulleted list, project templates provide more embedded logic
because they contain the process maps for your organization. List all base project templates that
you intend on loading into the system in this section.Information: Although this book contains
topics about how you use these in the enterprise environment, its primary focus is Implementing
and Configuring Project Server 2013. It assumes that you possess prior competency using the
Microsoft Project objects listed above, as these features predate Microsoft’s enterprise offering.
Project Server 2013, of course, brings new value to these as enterprise objects that you can
distribute widely and manage centrally.For more in-depth learning about VBA macros, consider
MVP Rod Gill’s VBA Programming for Microsoft Project ’98 through 2010 with an Introduction to
VSTO or an update to that book. For an in-depth exploration in creating and managing the other
objects on the list above, consider purchasing the Ultimate Study Guide: Foundations Microsoft
Project 2013.In the next four sections, you define changes that you want to make to the base
project workspace. At your discretion, Project Server 2013 creates a project site for each project
you publish to the system. The project site, itself, is an independent SharePoint site customized
for use with Project Server 2013. In the Project Site Customizations section, you map your
requirements to design specifics. The first title, alone, covers all of the customization under one
heading, but I like to differentiate between unrestricted parts of the site and the ones that Project
Server 2013 touches directly, and therefore require special consideration. If you or the deploying
organization has limited prior experience and competency with SharePoint technologies, you
should consider adding this skill acquisition to your training requirements, if you come to believe
that you will heavily rely on it. Changes to the base project site can include:· Project Site
Customizations – You can address many collaborative requirements and less formal work
scenarios in your project sites. You essentially have the entire SharePoint world of possibilities
available to you, along with some extra goodies that the Project development team created.·
Library Customizations – Project Server 2013 allows users to link tasks in Project Server 2013 to
documents in two ways. The first way is a general document library where you can store just
about any type of document file or electronic project artifact that you can think of. The second
way is a special type of document library for deliverables addressed in the next bullet item. You
can create custom attributions for your document libraries as well as custom views, to name only
a few. Specify the customizations and any content you want to pre-populate into the project site
base environment in this section.· Deliverables Customizations – The deliverables library is
a special SharePoint document library that Project Server 2013 uses for connecting to
deliverable documents maintained in SharePoint. The deliverables function allows other project
managers to consume the dates in these fields as predecessors for work paths. Do not make



changes to this library unless you fully understand the system functionality. If you have specific
requirements that map to a solution design that includes deliverables library modifications,
include them in this section of the document.· Issues Customizations – The issues list is a
SharePoint list modified to connect issues to tasks in the project. As with other SharePoint lists,
you can add or modify the fields, filters and views. PWA relies on the consistency of certain
fields and values for its connectivity, so exercise care in mapping your design. List your design
customizations for the base issues list template in this section.· Risk Customizations – The
risk list is essentially a variant of the issues list. Treat this section the same as the previous list,
being careful to avoid changing attributes that Project Server 2013 relies on containing specific
values.· PWA Menu Customizations – You can customize the Project Web App menu
structure by adding, deleting, and moving menu items and menu hierarchies. In this section,
record your menu and submenu items and their targets for the changes that you intend to apply
to the standard Project Web App menus.· Custom PWA Gantt Chart Formats – You can
modify the Gantt chart formats that Project Web App uses to render web views. Capture your
Gantt chart format settings for Gantt chart formats in this section. Keep in mind that the options
here are not as rich as in the Project client.· Custom PWA Grouping Formats – You can apply
grouping to many views in Project Web App. Specify the colors, fonts and other style elements
you need to support your views in this section.· Project Web App Views – In this section, list
your Project Web App custom views and standard view modifications. View and analysis are
where you leverage your metadata most. None of the standard views contains your custom
fields until you add them. Specify the fields appropriate to each view type. In addition to listing
the basic view information in the table area in the template, you may want to include an appendix
item for the view and, eventually, a screenshot of the as-built view.Information: Consider
designing your Project Web Access views interactively with your users, after loading
representative test data in the system. You can quickly get to yes with the help of instant
feedback. Do not forget to record your changes in the document.· Notifications – In this
section, you record your standard system settings along with your custom requirements. Notice
that I allow for two instances here, assuming that you will follow our best practice
recommendations to create a training instance. The important thing to remember here is that you
generally want to turn off notifications in the training instance so it does not annoy people with
nonsense notifications.· Custom Enterprise Fields and Lookup tables – Expect to spend a lot
of time and effort fleshing out your custom field and lookup table designs, because these are
pivotal to views and reporting in your system.· Project Governance Elements – PWA allows
you to tie together project types, custom enterprise fields, project detail pages, project phases,
project stages, and workflows to create a governance model. I cover this in detail in Module 08,
Configuring Portfolio and Project Governance.Some or many of the above items may not apply
to your configuration, or may not apply to your initial implementation, so it is perfectly fine to
complete your design process with many of these sections blank. You may already have
captured information for some of these during discovery or your definition phase. For example,



perhaps you captured a requirement to theme the application with a color scheme that follows
your organization’s color scheme. This might have led you to design some grouping formats to
comply with that requirement while it was fresh on your mind.The remaining sections of the
document capture physical implementation data. You may or may not be able to populate this
information during the design phase, but you should record this information during or
immediately after you perform your physical server farm build and install the Project Server 2013
software.· Windows SharePoint Services Configuration: The template includes two sections
for this information, one for your production instance and one for your training instance. The grid
contains information documenting where services are located on your server farm as well as the
database server and databases configured for each instance.· Homepage links and content
additions: Use this area to record changes you make to content links on the home page either by
adding web parts or by adding menu items.· Web Site Information: You record the port
number, virtual directory, and physical path information for each website your system uses in this
section.· Project Server URL’s: Record the intranet and extranet URL’s for each Project
Server instance in this section.· Application Account Information: In this section, record the
service account information for the service accounts you used for application installation.·
Server Configuration Requirements: In this section, record the physical build configuration for
your server farm. List each service running on each server.Warning: Some of these sections are
sensitive in nature, such as the application account information. Therefore, you may want to
redact these sections when you distribute the document to people who do not need access to
this information.Managing the Pilot PhaseDuring the pilot phase, you build out your Project
Server 2013 system. This may begin with building a new SharePoint server farm or expanding
an existing one, followed by installing the Project Server 2013 software and then configuring
your system to the specifications that you determined during the design phase.The pilot phase
also includes iterative testing with various PPM stakeholders. I cannot stress how important it is
that any configuration you make be tested or validated by stakeholders so there are fewer
surprises at the end of your deployment.Pilot Phase Summary



Trenton Bennett, “Thorough and Clear. I bought this book because the organization I work for is
committed to stair-stepping their way from a vague knowledge of MS Project to an on-site
Project Server (and TFS) 2013, and from there into the Cloud with Project Online and TFS
Online. The writing is clear and easy to understand, and I appreciate the fact that it covers both
the functional and technical aspects of moving to MS Project Server.If you or your organization is
not familiar with MS Project, one of the most important aspects of implementing it is that you
have to have it configured fairly close to perfect from the get-go. This is a technical hurdle, and
it's good that Implementing and Administering Microsoft Project Server 2013 goes to the trouble
of explaining some of the thought processes that you should follow as you're planning how your
Project Server should be configured.But another very important and often-overlooked aspect of
technology is the dual act of getting buy-in and getting people to use the tools. Project Server in
particular isn't something that can just be mandated from on-high, rolled out, and people start
using it. Gary Chefetz goes to the trouble to explain how to deal with the functional hurdle of,
"How do I win people over and get them to understand the value of MS Project Server?" There
is an entire chapter dedicated to how to manage the people side of getting MS Project Server
into your organization.If you're considering MS Project Server, or it's a done deal and you have
to figure out the best way to make it work for your organization, this is the book for you. It is
somewhat technical at times (because it has to be), but well worth the effort to read.”

Alejandro Dezerega, “Great book - must have if you manage Project Server (in our case, Project
Online for Office 365). Great book - has plenty of detail required to configure and manage
Project Online. We bought it to set up and manage Office 365 Project Online, and with the
insight provided, it has been very straightforward. Having someone that understands Project
Server terminology makes reading the book more simple. Some of the terminology was hard to
understand at the beginning, not because it is not properly explained, but because it is so much
information to process.”

Chad, “Great book. I took he Microsoft Project Server 2013 .... Great book. I took he Microsoft
Project Server 2013 Inside Out class, and this book covered much more then that class
covered. If you deal with Project Server, and especially if you are brand new to Project server, I
highly recommend this book.”

John Eaton, “Excellent Book by some guys who have been there done that..... If you want to
cover it from nuts to bolts and get some good insight along the way, this is a great book. Don't
expect to dive too deep, but deep enough to get you pointed in the right direction. These guys
are not re-hashing Microsoft Help but add their practical knowledge about Project Server
implementations interspersing the human and business challenges that are ususally much more
challenging than the technical ones.”



Anand, “Good buying experience. Exactly what I wanted. Good buying experience. On time
delivery. No issues. Very much satisfied.”

Robert F Segrest, “The definitive reference. This really is in many ways the definitive book for
Project Server 2013 administration and support. The index could be improved, but this is a non-
issue if you purchase the Kindle edition.Bob Segrest, PMP, MCITP”

Nived Varma, “Book is very helpful. It's worth the investment. The topics are discussed in detail
provide good insight & practical solution. Book is value for money.”

Michael Trochez, “You recognize the writing style in other books in the series and yo recognize
the recurrence of common topics which is nice. Ver. this book covers all topics needed to
implement and administer project server 2013. You recognize the writing style in other books in
the series and yo recognize the recurrence of common topics which is nice. Very useful with all
recommendations and tips and tricks - definitely a must”

Davdwatk, “An Excellent Project Server book by the MSProject Experts. This book is just another
example of the detailed, comprehensive explanation of Project Server manuals that MSProject
Experts continue to create. The layout is as always very professional which adds to his clarity of
explanation and readability. Well done Gary et al Another great book from the people who seem
to know how to write books about Project Server better than anybody else in the business.”

The book by Jeff Webb has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 24 people have provided feedback.
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